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HIGH-SPEED HUSKIES
library extended hours in jeopardy
heavily on student staff, as you know."
A1so, Tornquist mentioned that there

by Riley Worth
Ass/STANT MANAGING EDITOR

ShaneOpaJt/PH<JTOEDfTOR

Chris Zaleski and the Huskies prepare for this
weekenil's WCHA opener, See hockey section.

~

As a representative for thC Leaming
Resource Center faculty and staff, Kristi
Tornquist, Dean of Technology .and
Leaming Reso'tlrce Services, went
before Student Government on Oct. 23.
Her proposal was to eliminate all
extended LRS hours during finals week
and the week prior to finals week,
starting this qu¥ter.
Currently, the policy states that the
library stays open until 2 a.m. during the
above mentioned two weeks, a two-hour
exte!1Sion f~m·regular LRS hours.

I government I

are ·Olher places students can study if they

According to Tornquist, the problem is
two-fold; not enough people are using the
facility and the LRS is having trouble
staffing the extra hours.
"Studying the statistics for those
evenings we do have the extended hours,
we haven't had a real heavy usage of tJ:ie
building," Tornquist said.
She added, 'Ille othe~ difficulty we're
having is staffing during those times. We
have very few people that want to work in
the~ building until 2 a.m. We depend_

need the late hours, such as Garvey
Commons and Atwt.X>d Memorial Center.
Lori Wellens, student senator and also
building manager of AMC mentioned
that AMC will not have ex.tended hours
this quarter.
According to Student Government
President Qui.sty H_ovanetz, the student
services· committee is going to work in
conjunction with Tornquist 10· find a
solution.

Go TO HOURS, PAGE 6•

_Gnibe speab on recent racial ~es
by Mandy Jackson
Cp·N._EWS EDITOR

SCSU President Bruce Grube
addressed concerns surrounding a
racial harassment incident that
occurred earlier this month in
Mitc6ell Ha11 as part of his
scheduled visit
to Mitchell Hall
on
Monda

issues of race on the SCSU campus.
Earlier this month a black
student living in Mitchell Hall
reported , an incident of racial
harassment. Since then, she has
been harassed by other residents of
Mitchell Hall who defend the two
women accused. Many are saying
thc"KK]S:"~d

swastika
written

~

in

·

Grube has
with the black
had meetings
scheduled
at
each of · the
a,rymore
residence halls
where we don't
during
fall
quarter. During
deal with other
these visits he
answered
weapon or a
cultures.
questions from
jOke it is a big
students about
deal," Grube
Bruce Grube
issues, such as •
said. He said
$CSU PRESIDENT
semester
the university
conversion.
needs
to
"It is a time to meet face-to-face become much better about
with students," said · Executive multicultural education. People
Assistant to the President Susan need to understand the history
Prout: Prout said the visits allow behind certain syinbols, like
students to ask questions after they "KKK" and the swastika, so .they
have had a chance to be on campus can understand why those symOOls
for a few weeks.
would be hurtful to certain groups,
Grube's visits to the halls have Grube said
usually been a chance to speak with
"It's not fair to have something
students about their concerns about happen to a person and that person
semester conversion. However, at be ostracized," Grube said. "You all
Mitchell Hall on Monday night ought to be outraged by that"
most of the discussion was about
"If you knew what it did. to a

None of us live in
a-world

ShaM Opal1/PH(Jf0 fNTOR

·scsu President Bruce Grube speaks to students about the recent racial issue Monday in Mitchell
Hall. This quarter Grube has been visiting the residential halls answering students' concerns,
person you wouldn't do it," Grube
said.
The problem at SCSlTis there is
a racial gap, Grube said
"We cannot be as good as we
can be if we don't deal with these
issues of race," Grube- said He
mentioned that four percent of the
student body are students of color.
SCSU needs to. recruit more
students of color. Once there are .

more people of color at SCSU,
others will become more
comfortable
with
cultural
differences, he said. There also
needs to be more people of color in
the faculty and io decision making
roles on campus.
"None of us live in a world
anymore where we don't deal with
other cultures.
Students must be educated

a~t ot~r cultures and races in
order to work well in a global
society.
"You're going to be working
with p'rofessionals from different
j,Jaces. Ar.e you going to be ready
for thatT' Grube said..

Go lO GRUBE, PAGE r-

In nine months, statistics show decrease in major crime
Crime numbers fall
due to zero alcohol
a"ests since April
by Ryan Vaz
EDITOR

Recent figures show a decline of 88
percent of ll]ajor crimes committed on
campus from January 1997 through
September 1997.
No major crimes were committed iiuring

-

Commentary/8

:!:~~mo7~~;:~:.werereportedduringthe

co~i:!o~camtdh~ve that many (sexual

Major crimes cons;st of aggravated
assm.,lt, alcohol a1Tests, murder and
forceable/non-forceable sex olferu;es
etc.
•
The two major crimes reported
during September were forceable sexual
assaults, whiCh OCCL\red during the first two
weeks of the month. A total of four sexual
assaults were committed during the first two
weeks, but · two occured off-campus.
Currently there have been four assaults
reported during October. Two were

assaults) so qu;ck. but ;, evened 001," srud
Lee I..aDue, sexual assault! coordinator.
. Acconhng lo LaDue the number of
sexual assaults during the fall is higher,
because students are vulnerable
and the sexual assault class is still
fresh in their minds. It's
mandatory for all incoming
students to attend the class,
DOWN 88% therefore, she felt students
reported more incidents of
sexual assault ~ng the fall.

Sports/lL _ _

~

Last year'.s major crime figures consisted
of 138 alcohol violations which occurred on
the eYelling of Sept. 26 a1 the Theta Chi
fraternity house. The Theta Chi bust
accounted for 138 of the 181 major crime
incidents from January 1996 to September of
1996.
·
According to the report, there hasn't been.
an alcohol arrest since April and a total of five
have been accounted for since January.
"I think the numbers have lowered
because we're talking, infonning people and
educating," said Miles Heckendorn, director
of University Public Safety.

,"L.-~.clDiversions/15_- __

~
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Theatre Department
to present 'Camino
Real'

'Budaya Malaysia'
theme for fifth annual
Malaysia Night

The SCSU Theatre and Film Studies
Department will present Tennessee Williams'
"Camino Real" Monday through Saturday on
the Center Stage of the SCSU Perfonning
Arts Center.
All performances start at 8 p.m.
"Camino Real" is directed by professor
David Borron. The design team consists of
SCSU students Dominic Bissonette on
scene!)', Sarah Ranger doing costumes and
Christopher Nathan on lighting.
Ticket prices are $4 for adults and $2 for
senior citizens and non-SCSU students.
SCSU students are admitted free with
validated sch001 ID.

The Malaysian Students' Association will
be holding its fifth .innua1 Malaysian Night
on Nov. 2.
The theme for the event is "Budaya
Malaysia," which means "C1,1ltures of
Malaysia." The event will be held in Atwood
Ballroom at 7 p.m. The tickets for this event
are estimated at $10 for the public, $4 for
members, $7 for all other students.
Admission for ages seven to 12 is $4, while
admission for children under 6 is free. Tickets
are available in the MSA office or any MSA
ticket booth along the hallway in Atwood
Memorial Center.
The program for the night is a video show
on Malaysian culture, followed by a buffet*

TODAY
Literary Arts
The winners of the Spooky
Story Contest wilt be
announced at 7:30 p.m. in
the Atwood Theatre Lounge.

Movie
The movie "Scream" will be
shown at 7 arid 9:30 p.m. in
the Atwood Little Theatre.

All-school Halloween
Dance
7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Tickets
are $5. The event is
sponsored by Theta Chi
fraternity and Phi Epsilon
Alpha sorority.

FRIDAY
Movie
There will be a repeat
showing of the movie
"Scream" in the Atwood Little
Theatre at 7 antj 9:30 P:m.

Assessment Testing
1 p.m. in ECC-130
Assessment testing is
required for Math 130, Math
131, and Math 133. If
Students ~nroll in Math 131
or 133 without taking the
assessment test, their
enrollment wilt be
administratively deleted.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart

Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
News ....................................:3*7
Com~entaty/Opinion .: ........8/9
Sports .................................... 11
Diversions ..........................15
Classifieds .......................... .... 18

style dinner of Malaysia,n food. The program
will resufue with a traditional fashion show
and traditional folk dances from various
cultures of Malaysia

Holocaust surviver
second in series
SCSU hosted its second Holocaust
speaker of the fall schedule.
Fred Baron, a Golden Valley resident who
lost his family to the Holocaust, spoke about
his survival experiences on Tuesday in the
Atwood Little Theatre.
Baron was born in Vienna, Austria and
was transported with his mother to Auschwitz
when he was a child. His mother died and he
barely survived.
After he was liberated from Auschwitz, he
spent two years in Sweden then moved· to
New York and eventually Minnesota

STATE &

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

Vtkirlgsmost
recent Minnesota
sports team put
Johnny Cash
up for sale
announces he
It has not been public
knowledge until now, but the has Parkinson's
Minnesota Vikings have been for
sale the past two months.
D~ease
Board members have talked

Star Tribune.
. The owners -of. the Vikings'
asking price is estimated between
$150 million and $210 million.

IN HlsTORY•••

12

YFARS AGO•••

A possible mishandling of men's
· athl,etics funds was investigated by
the Senate Finance Committee
, (SFC) and Student Senate.
The
inquiries surrounded
$19,000 in revenue that should have
been dCposited in the men's
athletics administration account.
Instead, the money was used to
cover a shortfall in athletic
scholarship funds, according to
Student Senate President John Edel.
The $19,000 was a guarantee
for the Husky football game at
Indiana State University. A
guarantee is money promised by a
host si::hool to a visiting team for
expense purposes. Accortling to
SFC policy at the time, "Guarantees
for football anct._basketba\l shall be
deposited in their respective
accounts."
Guarantee money was designed
to keep football and basketball
tickets at a low price, Edel said
Only revenues from concessions,
advertising,
promotion,· and
Halenbeck rental receipts could be
put toward scholarships.

SCSU child care

center being
dedicated
The Lindgren Child Care Center will be
dedicated on Friday at 11 am. The center is
named fur Steve and Jeannie Lindgren of
Waite Park.
SCSU President Bruce Grube will speak,
as will Shawn Teal, executive director of
University Relations and the SCSU
Foundation. Jeannie Lindgren will also speak
during the dedication ceremony.
The center, which has been in operation
since 1980, . was renamed . because the
Lindgrens have made a substantial gift to the
SCSU Foundation. This gift is being used to
establish a scholarship to assist single
mothers who are attending the universtiy. The
first scholarship will be awarded fa]! 1998.

NATION BRIEFS

According to the team source, at
least four of the team's board
members are committed to ensuring
the Vikings stay in Minnesota.

with four prospective buyers, all
outside of Minnesota. They are
from Los Angeles, Toronto,
Birmingham, ·Ala: and another
unidentified area, according to the

Thursday, October 30, 1997

Singer Johnny Cash announced
Monday that he has Parkinson's
Disease and is canceling a book
tour.
Cash and his wife June Carter
were in New York on Monday for a
television appearance on ABC's
"Good Morning America" to
promote his new book, ''Cash: The
Autobiography."
·

Cash reveqled his condition to
an audience at a Flint, Mich.,
concert Saturday after he dropped
his guitar pick and nearly fell over
while trying to pick it up from the
floor, according to a concert review
in The Flint Journal.
After telling the crowd he had
Parkinson's, the a1:1dience laughed

Transplant
patient
in
blizzard

dies

' A 7*year-old Kan$3S girl who
had heart and lung transplanL<; was
among the victims of the autumn
blizzard that buried the Rockies and
Plains over the weekend.
Kalana Calkins died after the
stonn cut pgwer to her house and

cut power to the machines that
helped her breathe. Snowdrifts
which closed roads prevented her
parents from taking her to the
hospital and blocked rescuers.

Wonnshold
vital clues for
diabetes
Doctors at Massacliusett
General Hospital have discovered
that gene mutations in wonns allow
them to survive without the
honnone that controls human
metabolism and blood sugar levels.
Similar human genes may be
unregulated or defective in diabetes
and could be the underlying cause
of the disease.

Thursday, October 30, 1997
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Earth Sciences professors turn entrepenuer
Calendars
produce revenue
for Math/Sciences
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

contain
sources
such
as
sunrise/sunset times, records highs
and lows and wannest and coldest
months. They also include the
snowiest, wettest and driest days.
Additionally, they include bits
of weather trivia from out-state
Minnesota.
The
calendars

Weather calendars specifically
focused on the St. Cloud area are
being sold to raise money for
students involved with earth
science.
The calendars feature two
color photos and weather statistics
dating from the 1890s. This is the
first year the calendars have been
try
produced and according to .
Chainnan of Earth Science Garry
Anderson the calendars have been
selling well.
'There has been a positive
interest in the calendars," said
Anderson. "Sales have been better
than we expected"
Robert Weismann
The two photos were taken by
$CSU METEOAOlOGY PROFESSOR
the department technicians, and
one is of a storm ·over Lake
Mille Lacs. The other is of a storm
against a setting sunset.
concentrate on out-state Minnesota
"Both of the photos are compared to the Weather Guide
quite striking,'~ Anderson said. Calendar, which is based on the
"They will be the reason records from the Minneapolis/St
people will pick up the Paul lntematjonal Airport.
calendars and ask, 'What is this?'"
"People are interested in the
Anderson worked on the calendars," said Weismann. "We
project with SCSU Meteorology decided this was something we
Professor Robert Weismann. wanted to try after having so many
Weismann said the calendars people ask questions about the

We decided this
was something we
wanted to
after having so ,
many people ask
questions about
the records.

records."
In the future Weismann would
like to include the Red River.flood
and the Monicello storm in the
calendars.
They were constuctod by
Weismapn and studen'ts doing
senior projects last year. Anderson
is the producer and director of the
project. He is also involved in the
marketing of the calendars.
The portion ?f the proceeds will
support the activities of the St
Cloud Chapter of the National
Weather Association, the Earth
Sciences Club and the alumni fund
of the Earth Sciences Department,
which funds student research and
activities.
Weismann wOUld like to see the
·calendars, help pay for the
students' Spring break activities
and make scholarships. available
for regional conferences.
Anderson said his goal is to
enhance accounts for students and,
for example, if a student had the
opportunity to present a Sfientific
paper in Omaha, he could pay for
that student's plane fare and hotel

room.
He said he would like to see it
become an annual event and
develop a market for the calendars.
They are being sold in the Earth
Sciences Department office, room
41 between 8 a.m_ and 4 p.m.
(except over lunch) for $7.95.
Checks can be made out to the
SCSU Earth Sciences Department.

Sara Kirk!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Meteorology professor Robert Weismann made 1998 ca_
lendars
using photos taken by department technicians. All donations
from the calendars go to the Math and Science Center.

Election officials tell students where to go
City Clerk lists polling
sites for upcoming
mayoral election
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

The city's mayoral election is less than a
week away, but many students have no clear
idea whether they're allowed to take part in
the election or where to go if they want to
vote.
The mayoral election will take place
Tuesday at polling sites around the city. But
many students have no idea which site they
are supposed to use for voting. And according
to recent polling figures at SCSU, many
students seem 10 be either unaware of or
indifferent to· the entire process.
Typically most students will find they can
take part in any general election. Students
must be Minnesota residents for a minimum
of 20days prior to.an election. To vote in a St.
Cloud city election, the voter must have lived
here for a day before the election.
Another requirement is proof of residency.
Proof of residency can be established by
several means. The most common fonn is a
registered voter's card. These cards should be
filed, by individuals, with the county clerk,s
office every time someone moves and will
satisfy the requirement in lllost cases. Voters
with such a card may need a picture ID in
addition to the care!.
Gregg Engdahl was appointed City Clerk
for St. Cloud in 1989. His office is
responsible for running city elections.
Engdahl gave a list of other means voters can
use to register.
''There is a roster at-State which shows
everybody living in the dorms," he said.
'This list will help anyoody on campus.
Otherwise, students can use a driver's license
with a local address or fee statement."
Another acceptable form of proof is a
Minnesota ID caret. These three fonns arc the
only ones which will be accepted by election

.judges for registration. If a student has none
of these fonns with a St Cloud address there
is one other method which will work. Any
registered voter can vouch for the residency
of another voter.
Students who live on campus will have an
easier time voting than those off campus. All
on-campus residents are listed in a registered
housing index which is provided to election '
judges at the on campus polling site th~ day .
of the election. This index will establish proof
of residency but not act as a form of
registration.
Dori Anderson
is an election judge
at SCSU and has
been doing her job
since the I 992
Presidential

Primary.

Anderson feels students are unaware of
For students living East of the river, the
the voting procedure and would tum out in polling sites are Talahi Elementary on
greater numbers if they knew more about the Michigan Avenue, St. Benedict's Center on
elections and when they were taking place.
Minnesota Boulevard and the City
"We had 1,200 people vote in the last Maintenance Facility on Fifteenth Street
Presidential election," she said. "Most were Southeast.
not registered before they came in and that
The mayoral election is scheduled for
was a big headache."
Tuesday from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Registering before voting is not only time
All voters should ca11 City Hall to find out
saving, it is less frustrating. Registering at the which precinct to vote in based on residence
polling booth can double the time spent at the location. Some residences may be close to a
booth Anderson said.
polling booth but actually are required to vote
"Many students come in and believe . at another nearby facility.
because they're on the
For information about polling sites ca11
housirlg list, they're the St. Cloud City Hall at 255-7200. For
already registered," she information about registering in advance for
said. "Then they get future elections call the County Auditors
frustrated if we have to office at 656-3900.,_
tell them they need to go
_ _ _ _...;,;,__ _ _ __

Many students come
in and believe
because they're on the
they're already
registered

to a different JX)lling site
"I got drafted
or they have the wrong
by the City Clerk
identification."
[Engdahl]
in
Cichy said registering .
1992," she said.
before voting is the one
fist,
"Gregg knew I had
thing students can do to
been working here
ease the process.
teaching computer
"We've talked about
Dori Anderson
programming and
changing the system to
CITY 8..ECOON .A.OGE
that I knew the
make it easier," She said.
students.
He
"But registering is one
figured that made
thing
that
makes
me qualified for the job."
everylx>dy's job easier."
Anderson typically works with three other
One myth all three would like to dispel is
people during all elections. They are usually the use of a lease or utility bill as a form of
in the Herbert/Itasca room in the Atwood proof of residency.
Memorial Center or in the ballroom. She said
"I know people often bring an NSP, phone
the recent primary for the mayoral election bill or lease agreement and a picture ID,"
was disapJX)inting to her.
Engdahl said. 'These are not allowed by State
"We had four people [election judgCS] io law. Even if you get your license renewed the
Atwood from 6 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. and only day of the election, you · can use the
two people came in to vote," she said. "We . provisional copy (the yellow form] they give
had six or eight people drop by to say h!!llo, you as proof of where you live."
but only two voted."
There are four precincts on or near
Marian Cichy is the chairwoman for the campus in which most students will vote. The
SCSU precinct and she agreed with first is in the Atwood Memorial Center.
Anderson.
Others are Washington Elementary school on
'1 don't think we've ever had it quite that Eighth Avenue South, City Hall on Fourth
bad," she said. "Hopefully we'll have more in Street South and the Good News Assembly of
the next election."
God church on Clearwater Road.

IEIIS1EIED l8TEIS II
ST.CUR
BYNWll8SMS
scsu
1,364

Washington Bementary
1,197
Good News Assembly of God

1,015
City Hall

758
Total Registered Voters

in St Cloud
29,918

Population
(-)50,000
Soorce: St.Cloud Oty Hall

Gnpmc by Jon Jacobs .
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Fireside chats reliliidled
by Aimee Gapsiewicz
COPY EDITOR

"I do not promise you that every
bank will be re-opened or that
individual losses will not be suffered,
but there will be no losses that possibly
could be avoided."
These are the words of forme·r
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
who led the United States through the
Great Depression of I 932, in the
original Fireside Chat, occurring on
M,m;h 12, 1933.
· A replica of these fireside chats
debuted Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Atwood Theatre Lounge. It was the
first of a Leadership Lecture Series
featuring Sonja Berg, St. Cloud City
Council president and member of
SCSU's faculty.
According
to
University
Organizations
Director
Rhoda
Schrader, Berg discussed women and
the political scene, as well as current
issues associated with the upcoming
November election. She said she
thought it would be appropriate to have
Berg speak this week before the
elections, so students might have a
better idea about commooity politics.
"I think Sonja has a very strong
leade~hip position in St. Cloud,"
Schrader said. "We're always looking
for role models."
Schrader clarified that Fireside
Chats focused on a variety of topics and
women in politics was only one of
many.

Ben W,chlennan!SrAFF PH(ffOGRAPHER

Sonja Berg, president of the St.
Cloud City Council, speaks to
students Tuesday night in the
Atwood Little Theatre about the
city and its relations to SCSU.

"Women in politics is a good thi_ng.
History Professor Betsy Glade said
It's not necessarily a common thing," she thought the original fireside chats
Schrader said.
were effective because Roosevelt talked
Other prospective topics for Fireside to people on their level and at1empted
Chats
include
organization to empathize with them.
management, marketing organizations
"I think they were ex1remely
and activist leadership.
effective. He (Roosevelt) set the tone
Spece!\ Communications Professor for inviting people into his Jiving
. Judy Litterest spoke on how to run room," said Glade. ''The genre he
meetings effectively. · Director of created was exactly what was needed."·
Marketing and Communications Barry
Glade added that although the
Wegener's topic was called 'Telling fireside chat's purpose was to inform
Tales out of School." He spoke on his the people of what was going on in
marketing experience with major terms of governemt execution during
corporation General Mills and translate the Great Depression, the entire truth
it into marketing organizations on the was not always shared. "He is a
university level. Human Relations politician, but I also think he's a
Professors. Sudie Hofmann and Polly humanitarian," she said.
Kellogg spoke on activism and how to
She said she thinks the tie in of the
actively play a role in leadership.
SCSU Fireside Chats in the Atwood
Schrader said she wanted to create Theatre Lounge to Roosevelt's Fireside
an infonnal setting where students Chats is also effective because
could talk freely about the imponance universally people learn .better when
of leadership in schools and society. facts are shared on a more personal
The fireplace was lit for the first time in level.
years and hot cocoa, coffee and goodies
"Personally, there has been a trend
was provided by Hardees.
toward being more impersonal in our
"'They haven't used the fireplace in society," Glade said. "TV and
quite a long time. It's kind of a shame," computers isolate people even further.
Schrader said. "It has cozy seating to Personal contact makes for a better
sitr listen and ielax."
. learning envir~mment."
Because University Organizations-is
She said Roosevelt came right down
using a fireplace theme, Schrader said to the people's level and that is what
Fireside Chats will only be in effect made him a great leader.
throughout winter quarter. Schrader
Roosevelt ended his first Fireside
said University Organizations named it Chat with, "It is your problem no less
Fireside Chats because they thought it than it is mine. Together we cannot
might be a similar approach to the fai l."
original fireside chats of Roosevelt over
The SCSU Fireside Chats may
the radio talking about important reach students in a similar manner on
issues.
the university aspect, enabling the
'They were designed to give people- leaders of the future to execute their
infonnation in an informal manner. jobs effectively.
This environment will hopefully add to
that," Schrader said.
·

Hurricane Pauline cancels
Acapulco spri!].g breaks
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Students may want to choose an alternative
spring break destination in light of Hurricane
Pauline.
Hurricane Pauline blew away Acapulco on
Oct. 11 with 125-mile winds, 30.foot waves
and more than 20 inches of rain, according to
David R. Gustafson, · Midwest Regional
Director for College Tours.
The area that sustained the m0st damage
was Old Acapulco.
.
"We have canceled our spring break trips t0
Acapulco. Hurricane Pauline is the second
largest hurricane to hit a major Mexican seapo_rt
in history," said Gus1afson. "If the damage
caused by this hurricane is like the damage
caused to'Cancun in 1988 by Hurricane Gilbert,
the city of Acapulco will take at least one year
lo recover and get back to the conditions that
are _suitable for student travelers," said
Gustafson.
The overall situation of Hllrricane Pauline is
not as grave as been depicted. It's important to
note that the majority of Acapulco frequented
by interna1iol'lal travelers was not seriously
affected.
The section of the stonn least affected by the
· stonn was the tourist section, otherwise known
as The Strip. It is host to magnificent hotels,
well-known restaurants, shopping and worldfamous nightclubs. There has l;,een no structural
darf".lage to the hotels or the other major
buildings. Damage to The Strip was minimal;
however, there was some flooding in the streets.
According to Bianchi-Rossi tours, The
Acapulco Strip will be back, pulsating and in
vibrant style in time for the holiday season and

spring break period. Bianchi-Rossi tours haVe
been packaging Acapulco vacations for 11
years.
"Acapulco and its beautiful people hold a
very special place in the hearts of many tourists
and they are in our thoughts and prayers as they
begin to get back on their feet," said Corey
Bianchi-Rossi, vice president of Bianchi-Rossi
Tours.
C]lptains Ron's, St. Cloud's direct
representative for Bianchi-Rossi, • feels
optimistic about spring break. Bianchi-Rossi
said damage to The Strip was minimal
compared to Old Acapulco. 1ney also said
damage to hotels, and businesseS will be
repaired by March. Owner of Captain Ron's,
Ron Trester, traveled to Acapulco last Friday to
assess the damage. He will be bringing back
footage of the destruction on video1ape.
"Some of our competitors, they only do
Acapulco. 1ney will probably send students
down there. They won't be ready. Unless you're
a student who enjoys sun-tanning off a cement
truck, r would suggest to go to an alternative
location like Cancun or Mazatlan," Gustafson
said.
Hurricane Pauline left 240 people dead in
three states and 300,000 homeless. President of
Mexico Ernesto Zedillo ·visited Acapulco on
Saturday. He walked past open sewers. flooded
streets and houses filled with sand.
The government is working on · an
emergency footing to get food to the, iSOlated
mountain communities. Repairs are slowly
being made.
College . stud~nts might want 10 choose
another. spring' break destination like Panama
City, Daytona Beach, Aa or South Padre
Island, Texas to spend their week's vacation.

You need j o b e xper i ence before you
graduate! You need a salary nowt

University Chronicle is in need of a

Business Man·a ger.
Duties include:
* Payroll _
* Accounts payable/receivable
* Prepare budget for following year
* Purchase· supplies
* Supervise _workstudy
* Computer knowledge_ a plus
*Weare looking for someone who
can spend 10-15 hours a week in the
office.
For more information or to apply, call 255-2449
stop by Stewart Hall Room 13.
Ryan Voz, Editor
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UPS looking for

dispatch and
parking officers
Positions can lead to
possible promotions
as operational officers
by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

The University Public Safety flier posted
on numerous buildings around campus
reads. "Don'1 be left out in the cold lhis

winter. Join a team that's always on the
· move."
UPS is looking for students to fill parking
officer and dispatcher positions for winter
quarter.

UPS is searching for people who are able
to prioritize and have good communication
skills. Service-oriented people who are

considered "people persons" are wanted.
Duties or a parking officer include
working during the 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. shifts,
patrQlling the parking loo, enforcing parking
regulations, escorting and helping with

crowd control in case of a fire for example.
Looking out for activities and calling other
officers and with additi.onal training in

community ix>licing are also included.
According to Security Coordinator Mary
Jo Trobec, people interested in an
operational officer position must start out as
a parking officer. This way the student does
not have to learn a tremendous amount of
infonnation right away. This requirement"
also gives the student the chance to learn the
_...i.y of Ibo campus. Becoming an
operational officer is a transitional proces.s.
Dispatchers work in the Security
Information BOOlh from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m.

with the pos.sibility of day hours from 7 a.Jll.
to 3 p.m. This position involves dealing with
walk-in complaints and concerns,
dispatching officers and monitoring all
communications over the radios and
telephone lines-.
UPS Director Miles Heckendom said
dispatchers must be able 10 handle the
complexily and variety of sensitive issue5
that are Presented.
..
Dealing with studenlS, UPS recognizes
1hat it is a demanding job and the
organization is willing to work around the
schedules of its employees, said T{Obec.
A student in1erested in a UPS JX)Sition
must complete an application, a background
check, and an interview. The interview
consists of 'six questions asked by
Heckendom, Trobec and the UPS
supervisors. The interview is scored and then
the prospective employee is rated. Students
will be called back if in the top 80 percent of
the compilation results.
• Heckendom said all students and majors
are welcome to apply. A UPS employee
does not have to be a criminal justice
major. A variety of skills, talents
and responsibilities are needed in UPS.
, Working for UPS i_s an opportunity to
help people with employment in the
future, for example displaying the person's
ability to work with a team, according
10 Heckendom.
In order to work with UPS, a student
must be enrolled in 12 credits and have
a minimum 2.25 GPA. Students interested
in a · UPS position cao stop by
Administrative Services IOI to pick up an
application.

Presentation helps students to
adjust to college experience
by Samantha Klelnlehn

Gasparino also mentioned some
techniques to relieve stress from change and
some of the resources SCSU offers to
Beginning college can be a difficult students. She mentioned resources such as
adjustment. Most freshmell have to deal With counselors for students having emotional
moving away from home, being on their problems, and the Academic Leaming
own, meeting new pe.ople ,and having to Center for students needing additional help
balance work with difficu lt classes.
with theirclllSSC.$.
As part of the Women on Wednesday
The Cotmseling C.enter, in Stewart Hall
series there was a presentation discussing the room 103, will help students with any
transition students have 10 deal with when personal problems. The ALC, located in
they start college, nonnal ways of handling Stewart Hall room 101, offerstutorsthathelp
new experiences and ways to cope with this students take tests, note taking or any
new endeavor.
problems they may be having with
According to counselor JoAnn their classes.
Gasparino, many freshmen students see her
''Take stressful changes and tum
because they are very homesick. Most them into positive changes," Overland said.
students are homesick right from the start of
According to Gasparino, one way
college or after the newness of college wears for freshmen to deal with the transition
off,shesaid.
from high school to college is to establish a
Maribeth Overland, director of Student daily routine they can follow that will make
Disabilities Services and Volunteer Link at thein feel more comfortable. They should
SCSU, discussed her personal experiences try new things and find where they belong
with change whi le she was in college and at college, said Gasparino.
how she dealt with the change.
Sophomore Molly Murray said
"I truly believe that the only thing you she learned change can be a. good thing
can count on in life is change, but only you and she now knows some ways ·. to .deal
decide how you're going to react to it," said' with stress.
·
Overland.
"When you're going through a bad
According to Gasparino, it is nonnal for time remember that it won't be that
students to miss their family, friends and way forever," Gasparino said
their normal routine. It's okay to feel down,
If students need a tutor, they must
but when students start to feel depressed is make an appointment at the ALC by
when they probably need to talk to someone calling 255-4993. If students need
or seek some help, Gasparino said.
counseling they can walk in or mak.e an
• "Sit down. self-reflect and figure out why appointment at the counseling center by
you're; here and what you want to do," said calling 255-3171.
Overland.
S TAFF WRITER

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Macbeths three crazed witches and Hill Hall President Jennifer Sellner (left), Kim
Cambones and Mariah Korte prepare the "cauldron of fright."

Hill-Case haunts for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters ·
"I jump out and yell," said Johnson. "I
by Melissa Gilman
have not scared a whole lot of people yet but
With Halloween around the comer SCSU I did get a few pe.ople to scream. The kids
students plan to scare their classmates whi le have been fun and we try to tone down the
raising money for a community organization scarier stuff for them. It's good because it's a
and by hosting trick-or-treating for area positive thing for people to do during
Halloween, especially since it's for a good
youth.
Hill-Case Hall is sponsoring the eighth cause." Johnson said.
He helped with
annual haunted house
much of the haunted
to raise money for the
house. "I helped
Big
Brothers/Big
advertise, coordinate
Sisters. It started
and act. I'll probably
Tuesday and will ruil
help clean up too."
through Friday night
My
Freshman Heather
There is a giiided tour •
Hennen is one of the
through a maze of
tour. guides. "We wait
rooms containi ng a
until there are a few
laboralory,
coffin,
people gathered and
pretend lx>dy parts and
then bring them on the
many screams.
tour. I had a group of
"All of the work is
Wade Sherman
three students get
being
done
by
JUNIOA
really scared."
residents of Hill-Case.
The
- Haunted
There's about 15
House has given Hillpeople working each
Case residents the
night." said junior Ray
opportunity to meet new people and earn
Kimal, a coordinator for the event.
It is being held in the basement of Hill- volunteer time on activity transcripts. "It's a
Case from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. through good way to help out the community and for
Halloween. Admission is $2 for the public me, a chance to give back . to the Big
and $ 1 for students who live in the residential Brothers/B ig Sisters," Hennen said. "I've
halls. All proceeds will go to the St. Cloud probably put about 10 hours of work into it."
Screams can be heard from the admissions
Big Brothers/Big Sisters organization.
A tour guide will take participants down a "table fo rewarning participants in line.
dark elevator and lead them through various Freshman Kara Schilling enjoyed her tour. "I
rooms. The touch room has a human figure was really impressed. I think it's nice because
with six buckets of parts sunounding it such it gets the halls into the Halloween spirit."
Sophomore Peter Gale is another
as toes, intestines and eyeballs into which
coordinator who spent a' Jot of time on the
guests can dig their hands.
"My favorite parts were the guts and lungs house," he said.
"h 's an excellent opportunity to get
from the laboratory," said junior Wade
Sherman. "I thought the house was great. scared, have fun and know your admission
They put a lot of work into it and it shows." ticket just got put to a good use." It is fun and
safe for children in the community Gale also
Sherman admitted to screaming on the tour.
Junior Ron Johnson is the assistant said. " I plan to keep working on the house
director of Case Hall. He dresses in all black, year after year."
including face paint, for his role as the first
scary person participants meet

favorite parts
were the guts and
lungs from the
laboratory.
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Oldest building gets second look
Lawrence Hall
currently vacant,
may have plans
of renovation
by Sarah Stoermann
STAFF WRITER

Dust and cob webs fill the
vacant rooms of Lawrence Hall.
After 90 years, it faces an uncertain
future.
Located between Stewart Hall

and KiehJe- Visua\~ Art Center,
Lawrence .Hall is the oldest
building on campus. However,
because of decaying conditions it
sits vacant, except for the Math
Skills Center located . in the
basement.

Lawrence Hall was built in
1906, a year after the origi~al
burned to the ground. It was a

. donnitory, housing 150 women.
During World War D it @ls
as:;cupied by the 72nd college
training detachment of the U.S.
Anny Air Forces.
Lawrence remained a donn until
1970 when it no longer met fire
codes. It was then used for

classrooms and offices.
According to Steve· Ludwig,
assistant vice president for Facility Management, in 1993 the entire
...first and second floor were vacp.ted
because of insufficient fire escapes.
"Presently, the only thing in
Lawrence Hall is the Math Skills
Center, but that is expected to
relocate by winter quarter," said
Ludwig.
There have been no major
renovations to Lawrence Hall.
SCSU Archivist Pat Sctienk
said, "There never seeffied to be
enough money to improve the
facility, so Lawrence Hall was let
slide. Now the entire building is
unusable. In 1989 the funds were
available to remodel Lawrence
Hall. It was going to become a
dom1itory again, but dorm numbers
decreased that year, so the decision
was made not to follow through."
What will happen to Lawrence
Hall after the last sign of life leaves
the building?
There are no definite answers.
Dan Tannazzo, head of campus
affairs for Student Government,
said there hav.e been discussions Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

;~~~.'.~~;~g

;:;::~'°,~~~ in g· Third floor of Lawerence Hall is currenUy blocked off from students. The hall has housed both
1
1

percent of students have children. students and offices, but upper levels were vacated in 1993 because of insufficient fire escapes.
Another possibility is creating an
Lawrence retired in 1921. At mayinfluence-themforthegoodas the building dedicated to her.
international
studies
center. that time a book containing letters you did their father, mother and - Junior Lisa Roden, was not
Renovations would cost $4 million written by hundreds of appreciative hundreds of others,"
aware of Isabel Lawrence's
to $5 million.
, students was
·
'There is no importance or that Lawrence Hall
"The building is dedicated to presented
to
~
greater good was the oldest building on campus.
than the work
"I didn't know it was the oldest
Isabel Lawrence, the only female her. The letters
president at St. Cloud State. That is expressed the
which you have building on crunpus," said Roden.
why we want to remodel the gratilude of her
done:
by 'They should educate students on
building rather than tear it down," students 'and the
instilling .high crunpus history."
Iannazzo said.
. important role
ideals into the
Junior John Ervin had never
Isabel Lawrence, born in Maine..,_ she played as an
minds
of been inside Lawrence Hall
crune to St. Cloud in 1879. ·She educator.
"I think they should restore the
thousands of
served 42 years as an educator at
John C.
students. Tilisis building," Ervin said. "Maybe
the State Norina! School of St. West, ·a 1906
indeed
the students would become more aware
Cloud.
alumnus, Wrote,
loving service of Lawrence and her work," Ervin
"Lawrence was world-known as "I cannot better
which makes said.
Pat Schenk
an educator, as well as author," express
my
one greatest in
At this point, there are no
scsu ARCHIVIST
Schenk said.
appreciation of
the ~ngdom," definite plans for Lawrence Hall.
Sara KirldSrAFF PHaroGRAPHER
Lawrence acted as interim your work there
wrote Ella H. Until a de<,:ision is made the empty
Lawrence Hall is 90 years old president in 19f5 after President ·than to hope that someday my own Hay, 1905 alumna
rooms of Lawrence Hall will
and is the oldest building that · Waite A. Shoemaker became ill children may in future years fall
Today, SCSU students are not as continue collecting dust.
still exists on campus.
until Joseph C. BroWfl was hired as under the guardianship of one who familiar with Isabel Lawrence or
the nC!xt president.

===~•-·••===~
Lawrence was
world-known as
an educator, as
well as author.

Students receive surprise diversion
by Sarah Stoermann
STAFF WRITER

Sara Kirk/SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Sophomore Nicolaus Schwantes takes a dive off an inflatable
promotional display Monday on the Atwood Mall.

A 20-foot high, 50-foot long inflatable rock wall filled
Atwood Mall Monday afternoon.
The wall was a promotion done by Barq's Root aeer.
"Barq's A Traz" was modeled after Alcatraz Island. It
gave consumers a chance to win trips to San Francisco
an_d private tours of Alcatraz,_~sland, along with other
pm.es.
Barq's_drinkers can qualify by checking for a winning
message behind the labels of Barq's.
'
Students that did not climb the wall listened to KCLD,
who deejayed the event, and received free samplf..S of
Barq's.
The promotion was done by Mome_ntum Inc., based in
Atlanta.
Accordihg to Erik Busby from Momentum Inc., the
wall.has traveled throughOut the Midwest.
"It started in Ohio, then traveled to Michigan, Iowa,
1.llinois, Minnesota and will end in Wisconsin next week:"
Busby said.
Busby also said the event drew a large crowd, but few
students tackled the wall.
·
Students •who climbed the wall seemed to enjoy the
experience-.
Freshman Sarah Hilsgen said she tried it to relieve
stress before a test.
Some student went more ~an once.
,
"It was a lot of fun. I climbed the wall about 20
times," said sophomore Mark Aesvig.

HoursPAGE1
The proposal will not go before the wting booy
of Student Government again unlCSs the two sides
fail to come to an agreement.
Hovanetz said she will have littJe input if any on
· the fi~al decision, but did give her personal opinion
on the situation.
'They could just open the basement," Hovanetz
said, as a way to limit the number of student
workers needed; "Most people aren't doing
research, so they could just open the lower level (for
extended flours) the week before finals week. A lot
of people have final projects due."
She also added that they could possibly take
student workers from other departments on campus
tl)at might noJ have much work towards the end of
the quarter.
Senior applied psychology major Jill Gravely
had her opinions on the new hours.
"(The shorter extended hours) don't really affect
me, but it irritates me that they're cutting them
back."
Gravely sairl the regular hours of LRS are too
short as it is and thinks they should be extended.
"Gen~rally, I don't go to the library that _much.
But when I want to they're always closed," Gravely
said, referring to weekend evenings. "[ work until
six on weekends. That affects me."
Members of Student Government had multiple
questions for Tornquist at the Ocl 23 meeting, most
having to do with possible compromises.
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Semester conversion forum
discusses class changes for fall
by Eric S. Dietz

before the conversion," said Holder. timely with what we are doing."
"If you can take a two or three class
SCSU is also on schedule when
sequence, take it now."
comP:<lfC(I with other SChools within
An open forum consisting of
The panel members stressed the the Minnesota State Colleges and
university officials is usually held ·issue of being able to complete a .Universities system.
twice a year to allow for a dialogue sequence of courses before the
"Bemidji State and Mankato
between students and the university conversion takes place in fall 1998. Slate are also exactly where we are
officials.
"If you finish a segment or a right now," ~older said.
''This time we decided to focus core of classes, then there is no
A concern expressed by the
on semester conversion" said conversion
problem,"
said students in attendance at the forum
SCSU President Bruce Grube.
was about the number of credits
Umcrski. ·
Grube expressed his concern
Some of the general education which will be converted.
that students will not be requirements have changed for the
"We decided to use the number
disadvantaged by the conversion.
university..
.67," said Holder. ''That is to your
"We do not want to lose any
New students beginning in the advantage."
students through the cracks with the fall of 1998 will be required t6 take
The panel' expressed repeatedly
change," Grube said.
an upper-level writing course. This that t~ goal of those working on
The panel consisted of Lin additional writing course was the conversion was not to
Holder, associate vice president of requested by the university faculty. disadvantage the student.
Academic Affairs, Alice Thomas,
In addition, a Democratic
''The conv~ion plan has been
· associate dean of the College of Citizenship Core Requirement has set up in every way so that you
Business, Suzanne Williams, vice also been added to the required don't lose credits," said Williams.
president of Academic Affairs, courses which students are required
Currently. under the quarter
Myron Umersk.i, director of to take.
system•a student can gi:aciuate with
Records and Registration, AlA tentative list of Democratic a bachelor's degree having earned
Hassan Musah, dean of the college Citizenship courses are economics 192 credits. Under the semester
of Science and Technology, Sharon 20 I , history I 05 and political system 120-128 credits will earn a
Cogdill, associate dean of College science Ill.
bachelor's
degree.
Some
of Fine Arts and Humanities.
"For all those core requirements departments have elected to require
A concern expressed from there will still be a test out 128 credits while others are
students and faculty attending the procedure," Holder said.
requiring only 120.
forum was students who have not
"A detennination was made by
The general education courses
completed sequence courses after will be the same for all students no the faculty for requiring betwetn
the conversion has taken place.
matter what their major.
120 and 128 credits," said Musah.
"If you earl finish English 162
"For general education the
"A student can finish a degree in
and 163 before the conversion, do requirements should be the same four years, if they move along in
it," said Cogdill.
for everyone," said Holder. a timely fashion," said Williams.
The university is allocating "Everybody takes the core classes."
The schedule· for courses is
resources to have enough sections
The conversion plan is on track, , tentatively set as mainly threeof classes later in a se.quence so according to the self imposed credit courses. Cotirses would meet
students can complete a sequence deadlines established by Academic Monday, Wednesday and Friday for
of courses.
Affairs.
SO minutes. Other courses would
"If you have had one part of a
"Just last week we finished the meet on Tuesday and Thursday for
course then there are plenty of curriculum for · the departments." 75 minutes.
sccdons IO complete that sequence Williams said. "We are still very
STAFF WRITER
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"I know how to tum this place
(SCSU) into a park," Grube said.
"It's the heart and mind part that's
got to come with it"
Whether it's ps.)'chological or ·
physical, the university will not
tolerate acts of
violence.
The
university
would like to do
,::tational
:~!~g s~~h t:

~~~!e~e
Student

halls.

racial harassment be community
service involving the group that the
harassment was against.
Lyman said there needs to be
consequences for racial harassment
because those who are racially
harassed will
all
react ·
differently.
''They're
going to have

I know hoW to
turn this place
(SCSU) into a
park.

~~:m~~~g ;?i
:~~~ation, co:~~
:~~~:~.t.e the

Lyman sud.
Programs
He added,
would be doing
Bruce Grube
"We need that
some programs
SCSU PRESIDENT
educational
in the halls
piece
now.
"I'm asking
Right
every person in this room 10 help now we're waiting on this to blow
me out on this ..; to help yourself," . UP.."
Grube said.
·
Les Green, University Director
. ._ Cultural sensitivity training is of Cultural Diversity talked about
being considered, which is similar his college experience.
to the sexual violence prevention
"I was a student here in 1968
program that all freshman and . and this has been happening every
transfer students must attend at the year since 1968,"he
said.
beginning of the school year. "Someone
"'There's got to be a longer, more drops a bomb on us and lets
intense educational process," he us know we're not wanted here."
said.
He
added,
"You can't
Grube suggestf:$1 that students punish people who don't know
might be able to come together to what
they're
doing.
The
design a process for handling cases university
needs
to
use
of racial harassment. Students departnlents and classes to explain
accused of racial harassment are race problems."
entitled to a hearing, but that there
"God's children come in all
also needs to be a clear different shapes and sizes, but
consequence for those actions.
we all have a heact and we all
Senior
Marvin
Lyman have an ego," Grube said
suggested that consequences for

Haunts PAGE s
The house required planning
ahead and brainstonning," IGmal
said. "We started planning in
September
with
the
Big
Brothers/Big Sisters. We looked at
notes about what was done in
previous years to see what people
liked and disliked."
Residents' enthusiasm for
working at the houSC helps
participants get scared. Freshman
Jenny Kimman said, '1 stand
behind a sheet and jump out at
people when they walk by. I was
surprised by how professional the
house turned out for it being done
by students."
''I comer people until they get
scared and defensive. I'm enjoying
it," said freshman Angie Olson,
who is an actor for the haunted
house.
"I pop out screaming and grab
people's ankles," said freshman
Brook Reimers.
Most of the actors agreed that
working at the haunted house was
fun and they enjoyed seeing
participants reactions. Junior Sara
Johnston, an actor, said, "It's a good
fund-raiser because it brought the
whole hall together to work on a
project."
For children, the actors stressed
that they toned down the scarier
aspects of the tour and said
everyone has seemed to enjoy it so
far. Junior Greg Leslie helped set up
the maze and plays Igor in the mad
scientist room. "I think it's the
scariest room here. Everyone
should come. You'll scream."

Besides the haunted house on
campus, Residential Life is
sponsoring trick-or-treating for
area children in the residential
halls.
Layna Cole said this is the fifth
year they have sponsored the
;;;~~ ~~~h h~~ 0h;s ~e;on~:c~
regis1er their rooms as a trick-ortreat destination. People can
volunteer to hand out candy or
work as a tour guide.
Trick-or-treating takes place on
Halloween
Friday .
from
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. There is no fee.
Other Halloween activities
include:
The Boys and Girls Club is
holding
a
Halloween
party on Friday, from 6:15 p.m.
to 8 p.m. Children, kindergarten
through sixth grade, are welcome.
345 30th Ave. N. at the Boys and
Girls Club office.
The YMCA will hold a
Halloween party Friday from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. Cost is $6
per family and $3 per individual.
1530 Northway-Dr., SL Cloud.
County Stearns Theatrical
Company
will
sponsor
The 5th Avenue Haunted Theatre
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. tonight
through Saturday. Cost is $5. 22
South 5th Ave.
The Java Joint is sponsoring a
dance and fund-raiser for GLOW
on Friday from 8 p.m. to I a.m. $3
with a non-perishable food item.
710 W. St. Germain.
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As mayoral

election begins,
attention wanders
It's time again for the apathetic. to take control.
When election season comes to SCSU, students seem
to go into the woodwork faster than when the police
bust a house party.
In the most recent primary election for mayor, two
people showed.up at Atwood to cas!'their ballots. Not
. only is this the lowest turnout EVER, it is certainly the
most embarrassing.
.
Why are students so apathetie? Not everyone votes
on campus, but those students who live on campus
should wake up. (;ollege isn't about partying. It's about
hard work and learning responsibility. With that
responsibility comes a sense of civic duty. Voting isn't
only a privilege, it's a responsibility.
.
Every time someone starts whining about Democrats
versus Republicans we all cringe. But the point is
everyone needs io know what's going on in our country.
It isn't enough to tell yourselves there's no point in
voting because all politicians are like all lawyers. •
Copping out of a .situation is only one form of apathy.
Another form of apathy is the would-be voter who tells
themselves they don't know enough about the
candidates to make a clear choice.
So whose fault is that? Voters need to be informed.
Being informed is taking interest in what's happening
around school, town and in the nation and world. How
many;people can name all the places U.S. servicemen
and women are stationed around the world nght now?
Not places like Germany or Italy, but places like
Bosnia, Africa and Saudi Arabia. How many can name
foreign leaders? Who's in charge in Israel these days? ·
Name England's Prime Minister.
These are questions which affect our ever shrinking
world. And it begins right here, right now. Go out and
vote.
There are roughly 16,000 students attending school
here. Not all of them are eligible to vote in this election
but most are. If one in every three people votes in this
election the outcome could be dramatically different.
Don't let apathy become a daily routine. It's nortj,e,
rainforest, it isn't an endangered animal. It's our own •
backyard and it's time to pay attention to what's in it.
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BRUCE GRU~E,

SCSU P:ESIDENT
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No room for racism at SCSU
I am outraged and
deeply disappointed by a
recent incident involving
racist expressions targeted
at one of.our students.
Such behavior goes
against
.
everything St.
Cloud State
stands for. It is a
·
primary mission
of this
university to
"instill a
·
sensitivity and
respect for the
values of a diverse society
and multicultural world
and a concern for
individual worth arid
human rights" (mission
statement for SCSU
approved at a State
University Board meeting
Sept. 28, 1994). Only m
achieving this mis~ion can
we prepare students to be
responsible leaders in
their communities and
successful m their careers.
This incident is a
sobering reminder that .
even a campus that openly
and vigorously
encourages diversity can
be victimized by
though_tless and insensitive
acts. Expressions of.racial
hate pr prejudice are
insidious. Besides the
obvious hurt they inflict
on their victims, these acts
breed fear and IIllfest.
They must not be
dismissed -as simple acts

I

of vandalism.
be outraged when it
surfaces. It falls heavily
Acts of racism do not
on each of us at all levels
affect just a single person
to
challenge the existence
or a single-group of
of any tolerance of racism
people; we all are
and to nurture
diminished in some way
understanding, sensitivity
by these incide_nts.
and respect for the rights
We all are tanushed of all individuals.
when racial
harassment occurs.
In its strategic plan for
Every tlllle one
the future of SCSU, a
believes some are
university-wide committee
articulated ."Diversity and
inherently better
than others, we are Justice" as one of its five
reminded how far
key themes. It states the
we have to go
importance of providing a
before we are a free
harassment-free
society.
environment and foster a
"supportive, respectful
We expect our entire
and welcoming
faculty, staff and student
environment for all
body will at all times
members of the university
display civility and zero
community, including
tolerance for racial
those traditionally
harassment and prejudice
disenfranchised by virtue
of any kind. Make no
· of etlmicity, .
mistake, and those who
socioeconomic
perpetuate -it are not ·
background, gender,
welcome on this campus.
disability or sexual
As an institution of
orientation." Such
higher learning, SCSU
endeavors
will, according.
should be a place where
all of us come together in to tl)e plan, "allow _the
univeristy to better serve
the spirit of exploration
our rapidly changing
and openness to learning
world
and foster a
about each other and the
community of people of
diversity of the world in .
many
backgrounds·
and
which we live and work.
Those of us who make up perspectives working
successfully together."
the SCSU community
I ask all of you to help
must not allow an
me create at SCSU a
environment of
·
multicultural
environment
insensitivity or
which will foster better
malevolence toward any
understanding and greater
part of our population to
harmony:
exist. We should instead
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What women really want from me·n
Women woula be just ecstatic if
can teach a good man to do that.
they could witness you putting that
Universally, what women find
same excited pent-up energy into
irresistible in a man is the strong,
· watching ''The English Patient" with
sensitive type.
her on her time.
Sounds like an impossible
A WOMAN
~~:c;:~~c of a
That's right - you will not lose your
combination?. Well, take it from a
reputation as being "A macho man" if
woman who knows. This is their
undying fantasy. So, keep these tips in
you rip out a tear every once in a
hips. But unless he
mind if you want to dazzle your prett}' while. It is actually very cathartic. In
knows what she · pony-tailed princess
fact, if men followed their blubbering
Yes, we all realize it is the "Not
idiotic tendencies every Once in a
really wants he
while they might not feel the need to
can't enjoy the .
Me" era in that it's always someone
fruits of that
else's fault when one person idiotically break something with a baseb3II bat
whenever they get frustrated.
relationship.
injures himself.
So-the man
However, a man who improperly
Also, don't get all bent out of shape
ovec the PDA thing. Public displa)'s of
AIMEE
asks - what are
assembles a table and doesn't blame
affection signify that the male is secure
the insbllction m.inual is infinitely
GAPSIEWICZ
women really
• in his relationship with a woman, but
looking for?
more attractive than the tho1:1ghtless
too much makes him seem like he
Sorry to dash the hopes of the giddy lout who eats the thennometer of a
turkey and faults Butterball, winning
wants to possess her as his personal
first-grade school J,oy waving his _
object.
hands frantically in the air and
millions in a lawsuit.
In essence, women want a
wriggling in his seat like he's going to
• Don't think women want to abolish
burst ifhe doesn't pee soon, Jlollering, · Monday Night Football, because while companion. They don't always need
· some slobbering tongue or paws
"I know, I know! Mommy says a man
you're having fun with your beerwrapped around them. They can get a
who puts the toilet seat down every
burping, cheerleader-drooling football
time!"
puppy for that.
frenzying friends, she can spend
It gets incredibly annoying when
That's just a small request. Women
quality time away f~m you.
The average male's extent of
knowledge of a woman is like an apple
without the core.
WlSE w:RDS OF
A man can

R

fov:: :;;:ft:;n

Many are misled about Christianity
This article is in response to Chad
Motzko's article "Humanist thought
creates individuals." I think many people
have been mislead on what Chnstianity 1s
supposed to be. God doesn't ask us to be
perfect; he knows that's impossible. He
just asks us to try and to ask for
forgiveness when we've hurt someone.
Chad says that Christianity is "a religion
based on a book of fiction." What he
probably doesn't know is that a lot of
good Christians would agree with him.
To answer some of your questions.
"Explain why being a good Christian
requires you to push your views on
others." I think that when God told us to
be disciples, He meant that we were to let
everyone know about God,- not to force
· them to believe.
"Are all atheists/agnostics/humanists
bad?" No they aren't bad. God loves all of
us even if we don't love him back. My
pastor's sister is an atheist and he
mentions sometimes that it makes him sad
because he knows that after she dies he
will never see her again. All God asks us
•to do is have faith; (believing without
seeing) if we can't do that we are not
going to go to heaven. If my definition of
agnostic is correct, they believe in a higher
power but not necessarily the Bible, I
would think that they wouid still go to
heaven.
My personal feeling is that all religions
that worship one higher pow~r are actually

a lot more similar than most would think.
I don't know much about humanists, but if
the)' don't believe in a higher power, I
doubt that they will go to ~eaven.
"Explain why God created humans as
imperfect, then set His standards so high
no one would possibly live up to them,
then punishes us for not living up to His
standards?" If one chooses to believe in
the creation story portion of the Bible as
fact, then God did not create humans as
imperfect. As the story goes, Adam and
Eve brought sin into the world by
committing the original sin. I don't think
that God punishes us for not living up to
His standards. He knows we won't live up
to His standards because we live in a
sinful world.
I don't think that Christians blindly
follow others as Chad states. I think being
a Christian is actually the opposite. It's a
comforting, individual relationship
between you and God. I, its a Christian,
have felt ''the push" on campus also. I feel
judged which is also a sin. I can relate to
Chad's experience with Christianity. I
have just had a different background than
l}im.
It's O.K. to have lots of questions and
doubts. I wish more o( my peers would
have been exposed to the Christian role
models that I have been exposed to.
Jenny Stahnke
Junior
Mass Corrimunication

men spend hours primping in .front of
a mirror, using half a gallon pf Sa1on
Selectives on their one-inch hair and a
bottle of Michael Jordaq cologne all
over their entire body, when their dates
are ready in 30 minutes and watching

prime time, patiently waiting.
Compromise is the key in every
case.
· Then again, what the hell do I know
about what women really want? I may
be a woman living with three other
women who has many women as
friends, but I'm the only one without a
boyfriend. Maybe you shouldn't take
my advice. All my experiences with
men have been outrageously and
disgustingly ephemeral. They consider
me a welcome mat with which to wipe
off their cruddy, mud-ridden shoes,
then keep walking on through the
back, slamming the door off its hinges
as they go.
On the other hand, why do I need
someone ~ho doesn't even know what
I want as a woman?

Are chalk drawings on
campus the real issue?
I've got a gripe. What's the deal
with this school's "leaders." I have
a feeling that many of them are
more.concerned with the bottom
line rather than the students that
create the bottom line. I read a
nice little article concerning the
chalk drawings that appear from
time to time around campus. I
enjoy reading them and think that
they add sorite character to a rather
simple campus. Then I am walking
to class and I'm bombarded by a
huge "boombox" and a neat slide.
This is an interesting way to spend
my money, maybe during
Homecoming week I wouldn't
have had a problem, but on a
Monday!

The issue that I'm trying to
address here is the contradiction
that I feel the school represented
with these two events. First, the
school says that the chalk
drawings track into buildings and
create a mess, a.k.a. physical
pollution. But they allow for music
to be played loud enough to be
heard on the second floor of the
library. Will I see a front page
complaint? Probably not. I call this
noise pollution. Why is the
university criticizing dust and
promoting n'oise?
Robert Ross

Senior
Biology

all letters must include:
name

year in school (if applicable)
major in school (if applicable)
signature

Letters are recommended to be under 350 words

send e-mail to: chromcle@lstcloudstatc.edu

READ, write,. RE1\9f:JLM ,~~Y.,Hwrite, REACT
or write to: Unil'er~ity Chronicle 13 Stewait Hall St. Cloud, MN 56304
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W17:ght brings youth
and talent to SCSU.
Spikers continue with homestand

by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

With all that has been said about the
Huskies' young volleyball squad, few
have noticed the abundance of

taJent.
First-year outside hitter Melissa

First-year outside hitter Melissa Wright Huskies inserted Wright into the starting
tips the ball over a teammate during a lineup and she has remained since. SCSU
practice Wednesday at Halenbeck Hall. will continue their homestand this
Due to early season injury problems, the weekend against Morningside and USD. •

\vright has provided some of the-talent
that paved the way for the Huskies.
Wright was a 1997 honors graduate of
Coon Rapids High School and two-year
volleyball letterwinner. She was a twotime A11-Conference pick and selected to
the All-Metro Honorable team. Also,
she was voted her team's most
valuable offensive and defensive
player.
.
Wright played soccer when she
was growing up and has ~been
playing volleyball since the seventh
grade.
Wright played for the Huskies as
a reserve, until an unexpected injury
to
sophomore
middle
hitter
Kim Pellmann left a Vacant spot in
the line up. That's when Wright
stepped- up and proved through her
play that she was meant 10 be a
starter.
"I didn't expect to start, but I was glad
to be on the team," Wright said. "I worked
hard in practices and got playing time
because of an injury."
Glowatzke said the seniors are good
role models for the younger players like
Wright.

'They've done an excellent job of
teaching what's to be expected of the
program," Glowatzke said.
"I want to keep Melissa on the left side
and build up more quickness in ' the
middle," Glowatzke commented on
Wright.
Wright said she plans on being at
SCSU in a few years and keeping her
staning spot on the team.
"I've improved a lot, considering . I
only played a half a season, and I hope
next year will be better," Wright said
"Next year we're hoping for better things
to come."
Good advice that Wright has been told
by coaches is to love the game, go out and
have fun, and rest will come.
Wright and the Huskies (5•21 overall,
J.J2 North CentraJ Conference) will be
playing against Morningside College (10-17 overaU, 3.9 NCC) on Friday, at
5p.m. ·
The Huskies take on the University of
South Dakota (8·20 overall, 4-8 NCC) at
5 p.m. Saturday.
Both volleyball matches will be played
at Halenbeck Hall.
"We're sticking with the same starters
as we have been for the past few weeks,"
Glowatzke said. "We're pritty much
unless we stumble upon some

:~':/?•

Glowatk.ze said she thinks the home
court advantage for her team has
definitely been good in helping them to
relax and play well.
'The crowd and the band really helps
us when we play at home," she
said.

Huskies look to bounce back against NDSU
After 41-21 drupbing, SCSU looks to upset Bison at the Fargodome
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

With the op()Ortunity of making
the playoffs out of reach for the
SCSU football team, there are still
plenty or things left to accomplish,
beginning
with
Saturday's
- showdown against North Dakota
State University.
After a 41•21 defeat last
Saturday to thi University of North
Dakota, the chance of the Huskies
(3·3 Nonh Central Conference, 4--4
overall) making the pl.iyoffs
are very slim, but SCSU sophomore
comerback Larry Miller said
the Huskies are .playing for the
last three games of the
season.
"Our goal is to win the rest of
our games," Miller said. "We want
the seniors to go out on a winning
note, so the last three games we are
playing for the seniors."
In order for SCSU to finish on a
high note, they must comple1e a
tough assignment Saturday when
they take on NDSU at the

I think it would be big time if we stop them on their first
drive and take their crowd out of it,
Larry Miller
SCSU SoPHOMORE CORNERBACK

Fargodome in Fargo, N.D.
SCSU Head Coach Noel Martin
said it is difficult to defeat NDSU
on the road, particularly when they
play in the Fargodome.
'The dome is quite a setting,"
Martin said. "It is loud in there and
it makes it hard to here the count.
There is no question, anytime you
play in the dome, it is not an easy
task."
.
Another difficult task for the
Huskies will be trying to stop the
All·NCC combination of Kevein
Feeney at quarterback and Jake
Morris at running back.
Moore rushed for over I, 700

y'ards last season and Feeney is both option," Miller said. '1f we shut that
a passing and a rushing threat at· down and make them pass the
football, we have a good chance of
quarterback.
Martin said the key to stopping winning."
Against UNO, the Huskies fell
NDSU is by containing those two
behind 38-0 before scoring their
players.
"Morris .is quite a runner and is first points of the game. Miller
one of the premier backs in the said it is important Saturday that
conference," Martin said. "Feeney the Huskies get off to a quick
like to run the ball too, so for us to start.
'They always have 17,000 fans
be successful, we are going to have
making a lot of noise in the dome,"
to stop the run."
The Bison are one.of the few Miller said. "I think it would be big
teams in the NCC that use the time if we stop them on their first
option on offense, ·and Miller said a.rive and take their crowd out of
it."
the Huskies are well prepared.
One bright spoCfor the Huskies
"We have prepared for the

last weekend was junior wide
receiver Mike McKinney.
McKinney caught 12 recepJ:ions
for 104 yards.
The 12 receptions gave
McKinney a SCSU single season
record of 54, breaking the old made
of 52 set by Harry Weilage in
1976.
The 104 yards receiving gave
McKinney a totaJ of 889 yards this
season, breaking the old made of
856 set by John Kimbrough in
I976.
The continued success of
throwing the football this season is
something Martin said needs
to continue in order to beat
NDSU.
·
We would like to continue the
blend of passsing and running,"
Martin said. But, with four
offensive lineman out, it sort of
pulls our horns back and we can't
really do what we want to do. So we
need to continue getting the passing
game."
Saturday's game with NDSU
will kick--0ff at 6 p.m.

........__ .
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Soccer team hopes to end on high note ·
they could and we couldn't make

by Tyson Jahn

plays.

$TAFF WRITER

The SCSU soccer team (6-9-1
overall,
1-2 North Central
Conference) lost .two games last
weekend in the Miami, Fla.

Tournament to Lynn University and
Barry University.
•
On Oct. 24, the Huskies lost 100 to Lynn (14-1-1), one of the top
teams in the country. Then the
Huskies played against Barry (11-

2-1) and lost 8-1.
"We played well, " said SCSU
Head Coach Shellee Copley. "It
could've easily been 20-0 on
Friday, because that was how good

the

competition

was,

but

we definitely played better on
Sunday. 'The girls played the best

"We got the ball into the Lynn
zone a few times, but when we

did it seemed like we were shocked
and we did nothing with the
ball."
The Huskies came up with two

shoes against Lynn's 26.
SCSU came up with four saves
against LU.
A near tragedy happened in
Friday's game Copley said.
Sophomore
forward
Ann
Hultgren was involved in an
incident that resulted in a
concussion and meant she couldn't
play on Sunday.
" Both the teams we played
had great players even down
to the sweeper player," Copley

said. "We were· amazed at what
we sa\V last weekend. It was a
big eye opener for next
weekend."
On Sunday, the Huskies played
more aggressively, after a 5-0
first half. SCSU played a
competitive 1-3 second•half. Firstyear player Lisa Carroll sc6red.the
only Husky goal of the weekend in
that game.
'They were quick and didn't
mess up when they had the ball.
They were more aggressive anQ
physical then we were," said
SCSU
first-year
goaltender
Jenny Ring on the Florida
competition. "They were our
toughest opponents of the season by
far."
SCSU will play its last

They're going to be tough, but we are .
. going to play tough in our own game
to beat them.
· Shellee Copley
SCSU HEAD SOCCER COACH
two games of the season at the St:
Louis,
Missouri Tournament
against Missouri on Friday, at
6p.m.
On Saturday, the Huskies
will battle Quincy University
with
kickoff
beginning
at
6p.m.

How tough do next weekend's
opponents
look
compared
to last weekend's? "They're
going .to be tough, but we are .
going to play tough in our
own game to beat them," Copley
sll:id.

Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCC Focrruu.=
1996NC£Stan41nJs
Team
NCC
~
NonhDakooi ..... .... ...... S-1 ................6" I
Nebraska-Omaha ......... .4-1 ............... 6"I
Nonhcm Colorado ....... ..4-1.... ..........5-2
Nonh DakOOI. SUte ........ .4-2 .............6"2
South Dakob . .................J.3 ................5-3
St. Cloud Seate ............... 3-3 ............. ..4-4
Mankato State ....... . . 3-3 ........ 4-4
SouthDakOOI.Slate ..•.•....2-4.. ..
.. ... 3-4

Mankam SI 26, MominSWC 14
South DakOOI. St 34, North Dakota SI:. 27
SouthDakota35,Augu,stana23
Nebraska-Omaha at Northern Colorado,

ppd•=
,_,_

Augu,stana ..... ... .... 1-5 .......... }-5

North DakOOI. 41, SL Cloud St. 21

Augu,stana ....................9-3 ................ 22-6
Mankato SUte ... ........6-7 .............. .9-12
SouthDakota ..... H . . . . . . . . 3-8..........6-18

St. Cloud St. at North DakOOI SI:. 6 p.m.
Manka10 SI:. at Nebraska-Omaha
Sou1hDakolaSl:.atAugUS1ana

Moming:side ...................3-8.........9-15
NorthDakot:i
.2-10...... ••. 9-17

·

Northern Cdorar.lo at Morningside

...,,,.,,,,,.,

NocthDakotla1Sou1hDakota

MominSWC at St. Cloud St. 5 p.m

St.CloudSWC...

NCCYOUEYULL=

Moming:side ...............0-6........()-8

Saluntar Oct 25 ruu"1

North Dakota Staie ......... 10-3 .............. 21-5
South Dakota State ........9-L ........ 21-5 .
Northern Colorado ..........8-3 ............. 14-8

1997NCCStan4ittrs
Team

NCC

Overall

Nebraska-Omaha ......... 11-2........ UP

........_,,,,._

South Dakota at St. Cloud St. 5 p.m.

~
au•u.u

Minnesota . ..................... 1-1-0 ........... 2-2-0
Minnesota-Duluth .......... 1-1-0 ......... 2•2-0

Denver ........................... H-0 ....... l·l -0
ColoradoCollegc ...........0-0-0........ 1-0-1
Wisconsin . . ......•.0-0-0 ...... .1 -1-0
St. Cloud State...
.0-0-0 ... ..
AlaskaAnchorage .......... 0-0-0 .....0-2-1
Nonh Dakota..
.. •... 0-0-0.........0-0-0
frid{Jy QcL l,I ITSHltS
SL Cloud St. 4, Mankato SI:. 1

UPDATE:
Acapulco •The Real Story

Colorado College 12, SI:. l..lwrence 3
New-Hampshire 5, Alaska Anchorage 2

l-

ocjt/ 0pfcinmj
$1.J.
f

~

IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT " HURRICANE PAULINE" DID DAMAGE SOME AREAS
OIJT~IDE OF THE TOURIST STRIP, WE DO ASSURE YOU THAT All THESE AREAS ARE
BEING REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY UNDER A COMPLETE RESTORING PROGRAM lO
HAVE THE CITY BACK TO ITS NORMAL GRANDEUR. MOREOVER, THE BEAUTY OF
THE MANY NATURAL WONDERS THAT.GRACE OUR CITY STAND UNAFFECTED.
IN FACT, y.'E HAVE ALREADY HOSTED THE WORLD MINING AND CONSTRUCTION
CONFERENCE WITH 7.00l ATTENDEES FROM OCTOBER U lO THE 18th WITHOUT
DELAYS OF ANY KIND. IN ADDITION. WE ARE HOSTING A CONVENTION OF 400
TRAVEL AGENTS FROM SPAIN. SECOND FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL AND AN
IMPORTANT NUMBER OF CONGRESSES IN NOVEMBER NUMBERING IN THE
THOUSANDS ONCE AGAIN. YOU CAN REST ASSURED THAT All OF THE TOURISM
SERVICES THROUGHOUT THE SEASIDE RESORT ARE FUllY FUNCTIONAL IN Oi?DER
FOR US TO HOST SUCH EVENTS.

...,,,.,,,,,.,

Minnc:sota-Duluth at St. CloudSt. 7,05 p.m
Nocth Dakota at Minnesota
ColoradoCollegeatMichigan Tecli
Woconsin at Alaska Anchorage

,_,_

ANN IVE RSA RY

_,-- - ~ o

ON BEHAlF OF THE ACAPULCO CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU: THE HOTEl
ASSOCIATIONS; .DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANIES AND THE ENTIRE
TOURISM INDUSTRY IN ACAPULCO HERESY INFORM YOU THAT All OF OUR
HOTELS;
RESTAURANTS.
BARS.
DISCOS.
SHOPPING
MAUS.
AND
TRANSPORTATION ARE PROVIDING THE NORMAL.SERVICE TO OUR VISITORS.

Michigan Tech at Denver, 7:35 p.m.
Color.!clo College 6, Maine 6, OT
New Hampshiie at Alaska Anchor.tge, late
Michigan Tech at Denver, ppd. SllOw

HAIR CARE "SALE"
,....~--,
A,vs~~.A OFF
rnatrtx
Men's ~
~aul , \\.ilclwll
-,1
40% [;
Haircuts l
'l.J'/. off

ACAPUlCO. GRO .. OCTOBER 17. 1997.

DEAR SPRING BREAKERS:

faturday QcL 2i !TW#I
St. Cloud SL 2, Mankato SI. 2, OT
Minne:sotl 5,Minnesota-Duluth I

Minnesota-Duluth at St. Cloud.St. 7:05 p.m
NocthDakOOlatMinneso.xa
Color.ldoCollegeatMichiganTech

Minne$00i-Duluth5,Minnesota3

WCHA Hoco,··= = = =

a SPRING BREAK
f:OHVLHTIOH
A.HO VISITO•S

S-21

1997WCHA 8ffn41nvs
WOIA
Ovttall
Michigan Tech ............. 1-1-0.........3-1-1

Team

_

~

Af!..h§irco1orrn
Nail Care

T,ps

: ~:~~~e

r

,'

1. ff

$19.

...... ~ ~./-.,-. ~

i'/eavinq
Foil
,::-:9

·

t:itol."'e/'
.. ~.
~r.:,-,, lrJ</uu---;)

- x, of/

sruceAl\enand
N«••· 35¾ ott

I I

fi

..J

----

Redl\eO
2S'/, off

•

na..tJt,

$19.

:~~:ing s::sions II~ pe.ci.ali.AtA
10

5

$15.

7th and Division

~

Open every evening

Z 5 3-8868

~

use by Jan. , st

ACAPULco·s ENTIRE INDUSTRY IS FUUY COMMITTED TO ENSURE TRAVELERS
PLANNING TO COME TO ACAPULCO THAT THEY Will HAVE AN ENJOYABLE
VACATION. WE EXPECT THE TOURISM SEASON TO BEGIN AS USUAL IN DECEMBER
AND RUN THROUGH lO SPRING BREAK. BY THE TIME THIS SEASON BEGINS OUR
VISITORS Will NOT EVEN KNOW THAT A STORM PASSED THROUGH ACAPULCO.
PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CALL OUR FRIENDS IN THE UNITED STATES AT
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS FOR ANY FURTHER INFORMATION AT 800 875 4525.

Nee d

$
k..

C

_

'e-Cn ', <> 31 ·1

o,~,

. Tun'stica de Acopulca
c ODO'..' ·., ::·•-:os A,c,~•,o.G·o

~•o.-c~ CP. 3::t;o

Ca s .h

Qui

C

k ? ? ?

VCR's, Stereos, TV's, Jewelry,
Too-ls; Firearms, Musical
Instruments, Bikes, etc ..

~

No Parking Meters!!
Mon-Fri: 9 a.m.-5:30p.m. Sat 9 a.m.•3 p.m.

t·fltSi►riii·:fii: iiliMMdi&titl•l■tt◄ ltftft♦tl
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Battle ofJims has Harbaugh on top,
For a quarterback who has lost four
Super Bowls, and lost his starting spot to
Todd Collins, who has one of the worst
quarterback ratings
in the National
TALKIN' TIIE
Football League, a
TMK
right fist from the
hand of Jim
Harbaugh is
exactly what fonner
Buffalo Bills
quarterback Jim
Kelly deserved.
In an incident
earlier this week,
Harbaugh
approached Kelly,
BY ROB
after Kelly made
lAPrANIE
SOme shrewd
comments toward
Harbaugh,
Kelly said in reports that Harbaugh

lacked -the heart and didn't have the desire .to
play through his injuries.
The fonner Michigan Wolveriric
quarterback didn't get into the NFL because
of his size, speed or arm strength - rather
scouts lustl!9 for his hard work and
delennination on the football field.
Harbaugh knows he works hard, and so ·
do his peers, er-except Kelly.
Once Harbaugh found out about the
comments, he decided he wanted to meet
with Kelly.
After the two tried to settle things in
person, Kelly brought tpe issue up again,
· leaving Harbaugh no choice but to deck him.
Just.the act of Harbaugh decking Ke11yproves right there that he has a lot of desire
and heart.
It is easy to pick on a team that is
winless, but the reason why the Indianapolis
Colts have a league worst 0-8 record this
season isn't because of Jim Harbaugh's lack

Just the act of Harbaugh decking Kelly proves
right there be has a lot of desire and hea,;tof heart. Rather, the Colts are just a bad
team.
If Kelly were the Colts' starting
quarterback this season, he would be seeing
more than Harbaugh's fist in his face with
the honid offensive line the Colts have.
Granted, the acis of both sides were
unprofessional and for Harbaugh's act, he
was fined and temporarily placed on
Indianapolis' non•injury reserve list.
However, the fate of Kelly as a broadcast
analyst for NBC television is yet to pe
detennined.
The.comments from Kelly are surprising'.,

considering he played the same position and
knows what it is like to be on ·a winning and
a losing organiz~tion.
I didn't see Kelly saying anything two
years ago when Harbaugh and the Colts
were ta1cing on the Pittsburgh Steelers in,the
AFC Championship game.
W}lere were you that year, Kelly?
Despite losing in four straight Super
Bowl appearances, Kelly's peers still backed
hiffi, even though he came away a Jo5er.
Or, was the reason why the Bills lost all
those Super BOWis because of Kelly's lack
of heart and desire? - yeah right.

Students/Faculty
It will be my distinct pleasure to ·
work with campus representatives to
increase cooperation and resolution of
matters of interest to both. Then,
SCSU will be better with
Gerry Donlin as Mayor.

F811lllles
I will assist the City's Arts Programs,
Historic Preservation effort;, and the
recreation opportunities for the young
& not so young. The pornography
shops will be routed out
wtth Gerry ·Donlin 115 ·Mayor.

'l?t;
a 'Pci,;irive !rlfifude and a
f3effe, --rtiMtinciw, 6tir ,;u,e.,,

fN

Vote

[X]
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Unzve"lt5l1J' VzLlage Townbomes

Attention

Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Pre-Business
Students

Four bedroom townhomes for individ1,1al or .
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU.
Features Include:
• Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Heat and Water Paid
· • Phone/Cable each Bedroom
• Ceiling fans in bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher
• Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities

You are required to
come to the

Student Services
Office
to obtain your
ACCESS CODE,
THE DAY BEfOAE YOU
.; J\AE S~HEDULEO ,IO
.

..

. . . .. ... .. .

~:-· ·; :·_,.·:· .·· ·:. ___ .· .. : ·__ "i

...

• Vendi~g Machines

• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/ Quiet Atmosphere

FoK A3u1r Housznc; ar 1rs Besr -- CaU 252-2633

~

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
~
.
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
. ~
CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT~SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

~

No

no credit • bad credit • no ·income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of the Most Widely Used
· Credit Cards In The World Today!

r:----------------------..-------------------:,

ORDER FORM

I
I

i

YES!

I want Credit Cards immediately; GUARANTEED APPROVAL
CRA, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

I
Name'---'--~-------~-----------1 '
t·
Address--'------~----------------!
CJty _ _ _ _--.e._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state~.- - - - Z l p , _ _ __
I

i
I

Signature

Tired of •Bein

~-----------------------------------------~

15.

Thursday,

Story by Sarah Tieck and Sara Kirk
On Nov. 18, 1977, a weathennan was
born in Faribault, Minn. That weatherman is
Dave Novak, SCSU sophomore and
meteorology major.

. By the age of 12 Novak had developed a
strong interest in weather. The 1988 drought
in the Midwest peaked Novak's interest - he
began to track the highs and lows in
temperature for this area every day.
"From the bcginnii:ig the other classmates
were calling me Dave the weatherman," he
said.
He taught himself the basics of
meteorology.

the

"In 10th grade I actually bought
(college) textbook," Novak ··,said,

adding · he went on to read any other books
on the subject he could get his hands

on.
This habit continued for five years
while his interest and knowledge continued to
grow.
·
"I love the complexity of the sky. It's so
intricate and beautiful. Sharing that with
people fills me with; satisfaction."
He has carried his passion ·_eor
meteorology to college and through the
doors of lITVS and KVSC at SCSU.
"I asked ifl could do the weather, and they
said sure," Novak explained.
After an audition and an intcrvi!!W, the
doors were opened for him.
"My goal working for KVSC and lflVS
is to inform and teach people," he said.
J..ast summer an opportunity arose for
Novak while working at a Bible camp as a
counselor.
He found Bill Blackmore, a research
meteorologist for upper · air observations,
resided in . nearby Washington, D.C..
Novak managed to spend a couple h0_',1rs with
him.
"I felt that seeing someone who was a . Sam Kirt/Sr.AH PHOTOGRAPHFJt
professional in the field would clarify which
Dave Novak, SCSU sophomore and .meteorology major gives weather forecasts
opportunities Were available in meteorology,"
from rooms 22 and 27 in the basement of Stewart Hall. He gives weather
he said.
.
forecasts
on KVSC radio and on UTVS television station, or channel 6. Novak
Plaiis for research, teaching or to continue
with broadcasting all look promising in said the first time he broadcast on UTVS over one year ago, he was quite
nervous.
Novak
explaine<! he had been in acting but being on T.V. was different.
Novak's future.
"I plan to be satisfied with whatever I'm differentinterests-mostofwhichhe'staught fourth grade,. he picked up guitar at SCSU
doing," he e.x.plained.
himself.
and is currently learning to play piano.
Novak is planning to travel overseas this
Among these interests are music, acting
"I think 311 the opportunities really opened
spring arid summer to Alnwick, England, and and art.
up my eyes," .he said.
•.
explore his passions in an international
In Fall 1996, Novak acted in his first
Novak's broadcasts can be heard On
setting.
college play, ''The Blindfold." This year, he KVSC 88.J FM around noon on Thursdays
"I _want my life to be full of different participated in the Homecoming Talent Show during News Watch. He also gives weather
things," he said.
as part of Blues on the House.
reports during the news at 5 p.m, usually on
Novak has a pa1ette filled with several
Novak said he's been a drummer since the Wednesdays on UTVS television, channel 6.

The Samhain Lore of November Eve
by Natash_a Spoden
STAFF WRITER

"The most beautiful thing we can
experience is the mysterious."
- Albert Einstein
Pumpkins, com-husk bundles,
Saturn, poisonous -herbs, skulls,
fear and awe, black cats and
witches are some of the "symbols"
of Samhain (pronotinced 'Sahwcen), the Celtic "Feast of the
Dead," or Halloween, as it is called
today, according to Douglas
Monroe author of The 21 Lessons
of Merlyn.
The roots of Halloween, or All
Hallows (hallowed or holy) Eve
can be followed back to preChristain Great Britain and Europe.
It was a celebration·of the Celtic
people marking the summer's end,
referred to as Samhain, explained
Michael E. Bell, in his article
"Rattling. Chains and Dre;dful
Noises."

Bell explained, "According to [vampire culture] is part of the ''beings of all ·dispositions" could
the teachings of the Druids, the appeal of Halloween.
easily slip from one to ·another on
Celtic priests and scholars,
"It is during this time and no this night.
November I marked the beginning other, that the veil separating this
Monroe explained that Samhain
of both winter and the New Year."
world from the Otherworld grows was the most important · Druidic
Halloween has been called ''the most thin - allowing countless holidayofthc"wheel,"markingthe
last great pagan holiday... a night worlds to pass among us with great Celtic New Year.
still redolent of Old World magic" ease," the Merlyn explained to his
His book On "Druid magic and
by The New York Times. The eve pupil Arthur in Monroe's book. '
lore" outlines aspects of Samhain.
of November has meant different
· It was said in his book that
Customs include bonfires,
things through time.
- - - - - , apple-games,
frightening
Today Halloween is the
costumes, fire-calling, tricks,
second
most
popular
pumpkin
carving,
Dark
American holiday, guaged
Magical Rites of Great Power
by mqney spent, decoration
and Stone-burning.
of homes inside and out, and
Celtic God forms involved
number of parties thrown,
with Samhain are Gwyn ap
according to Dr. J. Gordon
Nudd, Samhan, Cerridwen
Melton, who wrote The
Sacred foods are apples,
Vampire Book:
The
red meats, red wine, root &
Encyclopedia of the Undead.
vine vegetables (squash,
Melton writes about the
parsnips, potatoes, carrots,
popularity of "vampire
turnips, etc.).
culture" in America, which
Incense burned would be
"deals with the darker side of
wormwood, nightshade, ghost
our emotions."
nower, hemp; apple wood
He
explained
this ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ fires.

The threshold time, or peak. of
the holiday is midnight
The folldore of the dead, or
undead is a big part of the_
Halloween tradition.
Michael Bell's article on the
traditions
and
customs of
Halloween
explained
the
worldwide connections with this
celebration.
"People everywhere and in
every age have set aside a day of the
year to honor the dead. These
annual feasts of the dead usually
coincide with harvest or the year's
end," he explained.
The Christian hQliday All Saints
Day (November I) is an example of
this cross-cultural tradition.
The Rev. Tim Baltes of St.
Paul's Catholic Church in SL Cloud
said of Ha11oween, '1n its roots, it
(p~ganism) was part of it.
Christianity took this celebration
and made a Christian holiday of iL"

Go TO SAMHAIN, PAGE 17 •
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SifltlerJs pastime turns to passion
Story and photo
by Julia Peterson
. ASSOCIATE EDITOR
"He taught me everything I

know,"

said junior Aprif Lindner

about her father.
Lindner has been singing as

long as she can remember, played

rhythm guitar for three years and else to have that experience when I
has written approximiitely 25 · perform," Lindner said.
songs.
About .a month ago, she joined a
She said IOOSt of what she has five-piece band called Dixie North.
written is country songs, but she She describes them as country rock.
listens to other types of music as
Lindner met the lead singer of
well.
Dixie North, Neil Anderson, when
"When I hear someone sing, it trying out for a taJent show at the
makes me mell I want someone State Fair. She said Dixie North

perfo.:ms two or her original songs,
"Don't . Take it Personally" and
''Things-will Get Beuer."
Lindner's father has been in a
band for tJle past 30 years, playing
under The Travelin' Barn! and the'
Ron. Lindner Banet
Lindner described her childhood
in her family's basement which was
set up with micrOphones and
equipment for her father's band.
She said she spent hours there
singing along with favorite aJbums,
and often with her sister, Krystal,
who transferred this year
from SCSU to St. Catherine's
University.
She said she · is the kind of
person who loves to petform and be
on stage.
"'
"I always liked plays, I was in
musicaJs in high school," Lindner
said.
.
Lindner said she was in choir in
her mgq school in Mayer, Mimi.
and has tried out for talent shows
and county fairs.
She explained why · she
continues to play and write music.

''It's just a love of mine. When
)'ou hear a song, your mood shifts. I
like that reaction from people when
I play."
Dixie North has played in
Freeport, Morris, and is looking to
petfonn in St. Cloud.
Lindner said she is unsure of'the
future of -'Dixie North. She said
they might have a road band this
summer and she is working with
Neil Anderson on writing songs. ·
"Everyone has their niche,
music is my passion. It just greW,"
Lindner said.
- She said she is not sure whether
she will be involved with the SCSU
music department.
"I like being in a band because
you can sing what you want,"
Lindner said. "I played flute for a
couple years, but I always wanted
to play guitar because I saw my
dad."

Lindner transferred last year
from Normaodale Community
College in Bloomington, Minn. She
decided· to major in Business and
Marketing after taking a career
class.

Junior April Lindner is a
business and marketing
major. She won secoiid place

in the SCSU Homecoming
Talent Show for her -original
· song, · "Don't Take
it
Personally."

Lindner

also

sings harmony with Dixie
North, a band based in
Alexandria, Minn.

"Marketing relates to the music
business too," she said. "I want to
have that knowledge too."
Lindner added her roommate,
Jean Kruger, who transferred with
her is her biggest fan.
"She
has
been
really
supportive."
Dixie North is playing Friday
and Saturday at the Old Nwnber
One in Morris.

Russian Language Study
The 1998 Russian Language Summer Study Tour
6 undergraduate credits

Tours of Moscow, St. Petersburg • $2,995
· This

Russian language study tour

takes you off the beaten track to experience daily life in Petrozavodsk, a
friendly community north of

st:

You'll attend daily

language classes for
intermediates

and

beginners,
advanced

intermediates conducted by highly qualified bilirtgual professors from the Karelian Pedagogical University. Y.;u'II also learn about
Russian culture (even Russian rock & roll), visit dachas with Russian

BUMPER

==ro===

BUMPER

AUTQPARTS
Prompt Service
Quality Parts
Low Prices

friends, take day trips and still enjoy plenty of time to explore on your

SERVICE CENTER
DOMESTIC
and
IMPORTS

Oil changes
Tune-ups
Brakes

own. And, yes, visits to Moscow and St. Petersburg are on the agenda, too. It's
a great way to earn .foreign language

find_out what Russia is really like.

June 8 - July 13, 1998

C.V. Axles
Shocks
Muffler

•

Give us a Call! ·251-7733
Conveniently located next to Bo Diddley's

I $14.99+

j-OIL CHANGE - I FILTER AND LUBE
I & Maintenance Check

tax
MOST CARS

7

add $1 for disposal of filter

L:c~u~e~ ~~o.l ~~~ ___

E_:p!e.!.

~~2_:, }_9'!_7_

I
I

J
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He continued. ''We focus IllOre on All
Saints Day, and Halloween is tied into that in
teflllSofrememberingpeoplewhohavegone
before us."
The day of Samhain is called
by a different name now, but its traditioAS and
perhaps the old wandering spirits have
remained in ourJore. but changed shape.
The Celts didn't trick-or-treat, or buy

apples, or nuts from the weaJthy.
According
t_o
his
research
on this tradition, "As the centuries wore•on,
people started ·dressing like these dreadful
creatures, perfonning antics in exchange
for food and drink. This . practice
is called mumming, from which
the practice of trick-or-treating ~vqlved."
_ The apples and nUts that people received
plastic costumes of television characters_at on Samhain were not just eatefi, they figured
Target, but both the tradition of begging for into games, more particularly used in
food, and dressing in costumes come from foretelling the future, according to Bell.
Sanihain tradjtion.
He described the many legends of the
' 1lti custom of dressing up in bright
Jat:k-o-Lantem.
costumes comes from the country folk's
It was said, "those who gaze upon its light
efforts
to
frighten are supposed by tradition to fall under its
off ghosts which might be wandering the • spell, doomed to follow it until
night," Monroe writes.
. . they are hopelesslY lost and eventually die.
There were two ways to avoid these ,.. Thus the Latin name for ignis fatuus (foolish
terrifying ghosts, to dress:'up so a person . fire) suggests that only a fool
· Would not be recognized, or through would look upon these 'elf fires'
food.
(as they were anciently designated)."
The old custom of going door-to-door · . This day of the dead has been transfonned
begging for food was related to both the and (re)shaped by shifts in culture
harvesting of c1"9ps and the.feast of .the dead, an~ religion, shaped by the passirlg of
B'ellexplained.
centuries.
He said in pre-Christian times people who
Pieces of the "old ways" still remain in the
didn't have enough food to offer the dead New Wo!'ld even though not sanctioned by
~(offering foos( was one way to appease these Christianity, but built upon the spirit of
roaming spirits), would cOllect cakes,_ale,· mystery, adventure, lore and legend.

We focus more on A,11 Saints Day, and Halk)7£een
is tied into that in tenti§ of remembering peopk
who have gone before us. •
The Rev. Tim Baltes
PAAJSH PR! EST,

Sr. PAUL's CAT1j()(JC CHURCH

70 of them joined Northwestern Mutual life at th~ age of 25 o·r younger. U!J.like most companies, you don't start at the bottom. You are an individual Wlth a limitles"s _'earning
potential With Northwestern Mutual life you can start ~ .
•· ,,
helping people plan t~eir futures, nott~eir dinner,j:1

Miitiiaf [ffe•-:; -

F.or more infOrmation about a sales career or
internship contact:'
Michelle Hopewell at The Storms Agency at
612/343-2500, or E-mail: stormsagcy@aol.com.

. The Quiet Company•
www.NorthWestemMutual.c001

Classifieds,_.,."

Thursd.ny, Octoher 30, 1997

Housing
EFFICIENCIES ·
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
1 BDRM.APT.
subteaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from ~~pus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdnn. , apt., in a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.
1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.

1 & 2 BDRM. APT.
.
$370-$445/Mo. .includes heat,
water, garbage & par1<ing. Located
on bus line, on-site laundry, miniblinds: Gall today 654-8300.
WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN
large 1 bdrm. $370/mo. Off-street
parking with plug-ins. Heat, water,
garbage included. Low security
deposit. 255-8300.
$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
. YOURAPT.
1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm. apt. Large batl)S,
spacious closets, ' basic util.
included. Call 654-8300 for more
info.

Policies:
•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's ..
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
tjoor. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more infonnation, .call Brenda Herubin, Clas.sifieds .Manager, available at 255-

3943

or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.

IMMEDIATELY AND WINTER
DUPLEX 2ND FLOOR
QUARTERS
4 bdnns. Avail. now. Dan 255-9163.
SGLS/DBLS, 3 & 4-bdrm. apts. Free.
par1<ing. Dan 255-9163.
RESIDENT MGR.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
for 4 apt. buildings. Live-in studio
CAMPUS
SUB-LEASE SPECIALS
apt., heat pd., avail. 11/1/97, 251West Campus Apts. Located by
m/f, SGLS/DBLS. In house and 6005.
Halenbeck. $185/mo. lnciudes basic 3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM. apts., campus neighborhood. -=~=====APT.
util. 255-8300.
SUB-LEASERS NEEDED
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253-- Several klcations. Dan 255-9163.
5340.
2-BDRM. APTS.
f~r single rooms, ~eat pd.,E oyv,
HOUSE FOR RENT:
c pse to campus. ontact qu1ty
d:mp~m~ . -$~1-00-0~F~F-,~ST~M~O~NT=H~'S~R~E~NT~ 1 block from campus. Newly Investments ltd., 203-7789.
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
PRIVATE ROOMS
9585·
~~!a~e ~~~Pa:~g i:~e;~1~·i Select Prop.
in 4-bdnn. apts. Close to campus for
$185/MONTH FOR FALL ·97
~~~~-rge rooms, on bus line.
BENTON WOOD
summer and fall. Includes heat, OW,
single room in large 4-bdlTTI. apt.
2 bdrm. apts. S.E. St. Cloud. On bus micro., A/C, mini blinds, laundry.
line $390 • $420. Heat pd. Junct. Yearly rates available. Campus
~T~~
LEAVING THE DORMS??
7~us line.
Hwy. 10 & 23. Avail. 10/23, 11/1. Quarters, 575 7th St S. 252-9226
1 and 2 bdnn. apts. Available Dec.
Dan 255-9163.
HIGH POINT APT.
1. Close to campus. Heat, laundry,
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
rent your own room $185/month.. ~~:i~~=~d. Also on the bus
IMMEDIATELY
BEACHWOOD
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
1 bdnn. apts. Avail. 12/1. Near 4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
~~~i;
-~---_;;"~~~Al~
·bABI.E=~:,.,:,;.,_:,:.:;....
~~1
P<t
$~10
.
-,
1
9
9673.
large single rooms. Also 1 & 2-bdnn.
1 BDRM. APT.
~2~~~:: Riverside 251·
AFFORDABLE
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. $370-$455. S.E. subleaser needed $370/month, 9available for mature students in
$370/MO. 1-BDRM. APT.
klcation on bus line. $100 off 1st mo. lease. 1 mile from cafl1)us, on
quiet building. 12-month lease only. $200 deposi~ low app. fee. Includes month's rent. Low security deposit. bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
Call 240-9483.
water, garbage, parking included.
heat, water & garbage. S.E. location 25?-8300·
Call 654-1854.
~~ line. On-site laundry. 6544-BORM. APT. $295/MO.
MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. APT.
__
new carpet and paint, heat pd., - - ~ = = ~ = - - June, July and Aug. Bas~ cable --F-EM_AL_E_S-IN-G-LE-ROO_MS
dose to campus. EPM 251-6005.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
. included, micro., DW, NC, mini- $169 to $259. Fumist:,ed, laundry,
blinds, High Point Apartments. 259· lv. area, lg. rooms, flE!X. leases, heat
FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.
ciose to SCSµ, heat pd., 011 bus 9673.
APTS.
line. Riverside Property, 251-8284,
~d ~:~/i."~v!1\[~~•. \ ~
close to SCSU, heat pd., OW, or 251 •9418·
Model College of Hair Design.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
7 _7$42=5/M=o_-intercom entry. Call 251-6005. ·
--7
_7BD~R~M
1997 best choice. Across from
2
SINGLE ROOMS
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
Forestview apts. S.E. location on smoke-free, well cared-for building 1 bdrm. apt., close to campus. Gal
2-BDJIM.
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site with classic design. New unit and Select Properties, 253-1154.
. in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall. laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
common-area carpet. Practical price
SummerMall. Gall 251-8941.
par1<ing/plug-in included. 654-8300.
and more perks like sundecks,
OLYMPIC II
whirlpools, spa, OW, and · micros. 3 - 4 bdrrns: Near Hockey Center. 41 ROOM EFFICIENCY
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
bdrm. spttt units with two full baths.
utilities and cable included. Clean, with private bathroom and NC for · Gall 240-0234 to take a look.
OW, micros., security, garages, and
quiet 259-9434.
the student. Utilities included. 706
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
ports. Heat paid. Results, 2536th Ave: S. 252-9226.
.close · to campus. Utilities pd. 0910.
FEMALE
Ava~able immediately. Reasonable
SHARED RENTAL
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
4 BDRM. APT.
laundry, ow. EPM 251 •6005 _
4-bdrm. townhomes, with pool, 252-6153, leave a message.
avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N.
3rd
St.
Close to Crossroads
----,-====--Available
CAMPUS EAST
Shopping Center, on bus line.
1 BDRM. APTS.
large 4 bdrms. with two full baths.• $600/mo. CaJl,259-1500 Jon.
avail. 12/1. $310 • $360, heat pd.
1 STOP SHOPPING
Extra storage. OW, garages,
Near Cobom's/D,T. Dan 255-9163.
we have several 1, 2, 3 & 4-bdnn. security. Heat pd. Results, 253STATE VIEW
apts. for fall 1997. Several different 0910.
4 bdrm. units On campus. Two
SINGLE ROOMS
floor plans and amenities. If you
showers, OW, micros., securjty.
$185/mo., close to campus, off- need fall 1997 housing -WE HAVE
FEMALE PRIVATE ROOM
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
street parking. Low security deposit. IT!!- Call- tcxiay. We are curtently
Heat, : water, garbage & cable showing aN apartments.,Choose the Ml spacious 4-bdrm. apt. Call soon,
529-0840.
WINDSOR WEST
included. Kris 259-9673.
size and style and see It today! Call
4 bdnn. Units and bi-levels. Two full
654-8300.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
baths. DW, m~ros., secunly. Heat
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
1-bdmi. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2- paid. Results, 253-0910.
4-bdrm. townhomes by scsu. 1st
PRIVATE ROOM FOR MALE
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
~-:~.free. Basic util. included. in 3-bdnn. house. 259-9434.
2-bdrm.lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
SUBLET SPECIALS
ceiling fan, OW, •on bus line, quiet large 4-bdnn unitsrone block from
ROOM AVAIL
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
new
library
site on Fourth Ave. OW,
$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
in 4-bdrm. house, 12/1. Util. pd.,
micros.,• security, heat pd. Results
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street $225/mo. plus dep. 202-9598,
Proparty Management 253-0910.
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.
Chad.

~Jie~~~p~:v~:~:;~~~

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
,to share huge double room for -fall
quarter, non-smoker. Gall Greg 2673291 or255-1274.
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2 OR 3,BDRM. APT.
for winter quarter. Ask for Brenda
202-1080.

For Sale
1986TOYOTACOROLLA
86m., good gas mileage, and
excellent heater. Asking $2000. Call
Scott, after 5:30 p.m. at 685-4448.
GE MICRO. $60
coffee table $15, end table, toaster,
& kitchen misc. 255-0540, evenings
&wknds.

Personals
JESUS AND SA.TAN ARE
. . PRETEND
God {i.e. JC) loves the people of his- ·wortd~so ·'very much that hEt'(I.~
gave me (i.e. God), his (i.e. JC) only
son (i.e himselij, so that everyone
~t:~n!ll l~es ~~~eh~r~:~t~~
(redundant?) eilller in the infinite,
burning screaming torture of infinite
hell, or 9rovel in infinite screaming
terror in the cofll)any of an infinite

, ~~~;i~~n :;:;,,i~nn~ ~~s: ~~
Nazareth. Those who threaten
others witti infinite torture are
::,onsts (e g clergy, JC) Atheism~

God loves the people of this
world SO very much that he gave
me, his only son; so that all those
whol love me shall have eternal life
and shall never die.
- Jesus of Nazareth

Employment
AEROBIC INSTRUTORS
looking for highly motivated aerobic
instuctors to structure new aerobic
program in St.Cloud Athletic Club.
Please call Sonja ASAP! 654-1101.
RESIDENT MGR.
for 4 apt. buildings, live-in studio
apt., heat pd., avail. 11/1/97, 251·
6005.
WEEKEND DAY OPP. IN A
REWARDING ENVIRONMENT
housekeeping in long-term care
center and new Subacute building.
A leader in housing and health care
we are located only 1 mile from
SCSU. St. Benedict's Center 1810
Minnesota Blvd. S.E. St. Cloud, MN
(320)252-0010 ext. 286.
EEOC/AA
•
NEEDED: MATH TUTOR!
·independent study math 1V, college
algebra, U of M. 2 days/wk. Pay
neg. Contact Rachel at 259-4228.
CARETAKER TEAM
S.E. side stude~t-housing complex.
Partial rent cred~ for 2-bdrm. apt. for
caretaking and snow removal
duties. 654-8300.
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commisions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus representative (800) 5747577.
_ $.1000-POSSIBLE TYPING
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part time. At home. Toll Free (1)

Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R·

800-216-9000

3883 for listings.

Ext. T-3883 for

listings.
HELP WANTED
at the Municipal Athletic Complex.
Work on our hockey game/ event
staff. Flexible hours. Call 255-7223
or stop at the MAC and fill out an
_appl. · 5001 8th St. N., St. Cloud.
Appl. being taken until Nov. 3.
JOBS!
are you looking for a part-time job?
Apply yourself at Premiere Bingo
and gain valuable sales and
customer service experience. We
can offer you flexible hours,
competitive wages, fun 'atmospere,
advancement and a variety of work.
Apply today!!! 3123 Roosevej Rd.,
St. CJoud. 251-2500.
MONEY
new fast growing comp. is looking
for self-motivated people w/
leadership qualities to help
expansion. Will train. Flex. hrs.
(612) 556-4722.
EARN MONEY AND FREE
TRIPS!!
absolute best SPRING BREAK
packages available!! INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS or small
GROUPS wanted!! Call INTERCAMPUS . PROGRAMS at 1-800·
327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com
$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
info. Call 410-783-8275.

$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At horn~.

Attention

SPEECH COMM. CLUB
HALLOWEEN PARtv
qct. 30, 8 p.m. at Geez Bar. $5
snacks and bev., prizes for best
costumes. Questions, call Renee at
251-5579.

ACAPULCO HURRICANE ALERT
we h~ve caneled our·Spring Break
Trips to Acapulco. The massive
EARN $75D-$1500/WK.
destruction caused by hurricane
Pauline more than likely wm not raise all the money your group
•
needs
by sponsoring a VISA
permit suitable travel conditions for
student travelers. Call for other fundraiser on your campus. No
travel destinations. 1-800-395- investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not call
4896.
for into. today. Call 1-800-323-8454
X95.
SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours airtare,
7 nights in hotel, transfers, parties.
For brochure or earnings FREE trip.
1-B00-· 395-4896.
(www.?Ollegetours.com)

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities 7 groups. Any
campus organization can raise up tp
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5NISA appl. Call 1·800·932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified catters recieve
FREE T-SHIRT.
·youNG ADULT MALE WITH
DISABILITY SEEKS STUDENTS
interested in healthcare to assist
with daily living skills. Contact
Michele at 656-1169 for more
details.
•

PARKING AVAIL
1 block from campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies oo $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
80().218-9000 Ext H-3883 tor
current listings.
SPRING BREAK '98
CancL,Jn, Mazatlan· from $389. Info.
Call 1·800·446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
student packages. 240-2355.

TYPING.
fast, accurate, professional. Call
240·2355.

SEIZED CARS
from $175: Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

OVERLOADED!?
' need someone to type for you?
Resumes, papers, speeches. Call

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights iii hotel, free

PRICED TOO
LOW TO
ADVERTISE
...who kept on . trying.

Paul at 255-3507.

•SPORTING GOODS
•SHOES-SPORT & WINTER
• EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
• VACUUMS • LUGGAGE
• flOOR & TABLE LAMPS

•TV'S
•VCR'S
•SPEAKERS.
•RECEIVERS
•BOOKSHELF
SYSTEMS

social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. (800) 3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24~hr.
Ho1line. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.
FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. ,Toll free
1-800-218-9000 ext. R-3883 for
listings.
KEYBOARDISTS WANTED
for industrial band. Studio, tape. Call
255-1604.
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS
h.as a new meeting time. Now
Mondays at 3 p.m. in Newman
Center. Classroom C.

C.\LL 10lHY HlR YOl R
CLASSIFIED AD!!!

HOUSING. FOR SALE.
EMPLOYMENT.
ATTENTION AND
PERSONALS
CALL 2,5.1943

MANY BELOW
DEALER COST
•TELEPHONES
•AUDIO SYSTEMS
•MICRC,WAVES
•FURNITURE

MAKE THE BUY OFA LIFETIME!
MASS: SATURDH:_ 5:JO P.M.
SUNDAY: ? A.M .. 11:15 A.M . a 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251 - 326 1
OFFICE: 251•1260
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FIND OUT Monday, November 17, 1997
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Halenbeck Hall - SCSU Campus
Ticket Price: $5 with an SCSU Student Identification
Tickets on sale November 5, 6 and 10 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in AMC
For more information call (320) 251-8711
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Captain's lead on and off the ice
K/asnick and Vicari bring hard work and dedication to this year's squad
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Rob Klasnick and Andy Vicari may be
lacking in size, but according to their
teammates, they are not lacking in leadership.
"Neither guys are blessed with a 6-6
frame, but they make up for lack or size in

other

areas," said

SCSU

sophomore

defenseman Josh DcWolf. "Rob has a big
heart and is the biggest workhorse I have
seen, and Andy is the type of guy who is
honest and reliable and will never sell you
short."
Both Kia.snick and Vicari were voted team

captains by a vote from their teammates
earlier this year, and Vicari said the honor is
something special.
"It's nice," Vicari said. "I am pretty proud
of the honor, since the captains are voted on
by the players and not the coaches."
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl said the
team has several leaders this season, but this
year's team captains are stronget than ever. .
"We have two wonderful captains,'' Dahl
said. "Both guys are very, very team orienled
and I don't think there is any question they
will be great leaders this season."
Vicari said the role as leader is something
he and Klasnick arc very comfortable.
"Me and (Klasnick) are both 22 years
old," Vicari said. "I think from just being
around the past four years, we realize what is
expected from us as upperclassmen, so
leadership is not that difficult of a role for
me."
Mike O'Connell, Kelly Rieder, and Kelly
Hultgren, the past three SCSU captains, each
made an impact offensively for the
Huskies.
Neither Klasnick or Vicari will admit they
will be the offensive stalwart on the team, but

Senior defenseman Andy Vicari (7) and senior forw~rd Rob Klasnick will be looked at to bring extra leadership
to the team this seasori. Both Vicari and Klasnick were elected by their teammates as this year's team captains.
both will tell you they bring a steady blend of
leadership and consislency to the table.
"Just because you're a captain, I don't
think you change your role to be a scorer,"
Klasnick said. "Your main job is to be a
leader."
While Klasnick is adjusting 10 his new
role as a captain, this will be Vicari's second
consecutive season with a letter on his
shoulder. Vicari and O'Connell. were last
year's captains.
Vicari said the role as captain is a positive

position on the team, but admits there are
"I think the biggest difference is I have a
certain things a captain must do that at times letter on my jersey," K.Iasnick said ...There are
a lot of other leaders in the dressing room. I
is not thrilling.
"I don't like talking to the referees more guess when the time comes, I'll be the
than J have to,'' Vicari said. "It's not my guy who stands up and pats somebody on the
personality to get on a guy about something, ass."
but if a guy wasn't working hard, it's my
Still, the reality of which being elected
responsibility to take the strap off the guys team captain is something Klasnick is proud.
hide."
"It's a great feeling that your teammates
Klasnick said the biggest differen·ce , respect you like that," Klasnick .said.
between a leader and a captain is not that "Anytime your peers elect you in anything, it
is an honor."
different.

Swedish connection provides spark for SCSU
I have to take classes in things like

by Kerry Collins
STAFF WRITER

The countries are thousands of
miles apart. The languages are
almost as different as the styles of
play, but the Swedish players on the
SCSU hockey squad have found a
home away from home.
Peter Torsson is the latest
Swedish addition to the Husky ·
hockey squad, joining juni.or Sacha
Molin. Their paths to SCSU are
unrelated, however.
"I didn't know that much about
him before I came here," Torsson
said. "I had heard of him and I
knew he was good, and I found out
that was true once I got here."
Torsson got to SCSU through
assistant coach Tom Serratore and a
little bit of luck.
"I was playing on a team in
SwedC:n and (SCSU) wanted to
recruit another guy on the team but
he couldn't go," Torsson said. "He
got me in connection with Serratore
and he came out to see me play.
Now I'm here_,''
Obviously impressed, the Husky
coach's decision to bring Torsson
stateside was a good one. The
freshman Swede has two goals this
season, and has shown speed and
agility on the ice.
;'He's doing really good, but we
have to give him some time to
adjust," Molin said. "He's got the
talent, though, to be very good once
he gets used to playing here."
Molin should know about the
transition. He had to make the
switch two years ago when he
arrived at SCSU to play in the

Julia Peterson/ASSOCLfff. EDITOR

-

Senior forward Sacha Molin, along with

squad. Molin finished third in points last

freshman forward Peter Torsson, make up the ,season with 43. This season, Torsson has
Swedish duo on this year's Husky hockey
American style of play.
"He's reaJly helped me because
he knows the situation I'm in,"
Torsson said. "He tells me things
and how to be careful about how
things are dorie" around here,
culturally."
Along with Molin's help,
Torsson's teammates in the Husky

scored two goals' in four games played.

locker room . have helped With
the transifion into the United
States.
"Everyone has helped a lot and
been very friendly," Torsson said.
"Even though you're competing for
a spot on the team, once you get off
the ice, they
more than happy to
help you out."

are

Torsson said he has found some
cultural differences
between
the U.S. and Sweden, especially in
the schooling.
"Back home, once you go to
college, you just study what your
major field of study is for four
years," Torsson said. "Here I feel
like I'm going back to high school.

geography and history."
Torsson has also made another
striking
observation
about
American life.
"Here, you have to be punctual
and l~sten to what people say and
you only get one chance, and they
might not give you another one,"
Torsson said. "But back home,
it's not strict at all like it is
here."
Molin said he has noticed some
discipline in Torsson's game, and
that Torsson has the potential to be
a very important member on the
Huskies.
"He's almost as good a goaJ
scorer as we've got," Molin said.
"He's got it. He will score goals for
us."
While Torsson has been scoring
goals, he has also seen a difference
in the playing styles between the
Americans and the Swedes.
"Here it is a lot more ptiysical,''
Torsson said. "In the Swedish style,
you skate around a lot more and
pass more. Here they go to the net
more and finish their hits."
The American style is favored
by Torsson, he said, because of the
pace, and because of the fans.
'The way we play in Sweden,
we really don't get much done, we
just skate around wtiile here
you're hitting and going for"
the net,'' Torsson said. "Another
thing I'm impressed with is
the people here. I played in one
of Sweden's top leagues, and
the difference in turnout here
for fans is like night and
day."
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A year late½ SCSU

turns to blueliners
by Rob LaP/ante

Parrish is not the only one who feels

SPORTS EDITOR

One year ago, SCSU Head Coach Craig
Dahl was hoping his yo~ng defensive
blueliners would just be consistent and limit
the mistakes-this season, Dahl is weighing

much of its success on the shoulders of those
same blueliners.

the defense is one of the best in the
conference.
"I think our defense, along with Colorado
College's and Minnesota's are the top three in
the league," De Wolf said. "So far, we have
been holding teams down to less than JO
shots a period. I feel we are capable· of doing
that all year."

'The defensemen have
Offensively,
some tOugh competition
••
DeWolf's three goals
this year," Dahl said. "We
' and 11 assists last season
have been playing four
are tops <imong SCSU
defensemen this season
returning blueliners, and
and rotating the other four,
this year, DeWolr said
so we have played eight
the defense will need to
. defenscmen in four games,
I
score,
but
the
which Is really a nice
\ 1 ~•
inain focus is shulting
luxury .to have."
their
.opponents
Despite the loss of last
down.
year's
captain,
Mike
Geno Parrish
· "I think at times we
O'Connell and Randy
SCSU JUNIOR DEFENSEMAN have to be l90king at
Best, the Huskies are
getting in-.:olved with the
returning seven players off
offense," De Wolf said.
last year's squad, including senior captain "But, our main focus is good defense. "We
Andy Vicari, juniors Geno Parrish and Kyle need
to
keep
our
defense
McLaughlin and sophomore Josh DeWolf.
tight in order to be successful."
Sophomores Tom Lund and Bryce · The loss of several key offensive players
Macken, along with freshmen Brian Gaffaney last season has Parrish feeling a sense of
and Chris Zaleski round out the other four urgency to play that much better on defense. ·
players who have suited up this season.
"With us losing our top scorers, we have to
Panish said the depth of the defensem_an is pick up for super-mega stud (Matt Cullen)
nice to have, but can create some pressure to and that means the defense will have to step
keep their spot in the starting lineup.
up this season,'' Parrish said.
"There is a lot of pressure to keep your
One player who is a step ,up from everyone
spot in the lineup;' Parrish said. "We have in size is Gaffancy.
some good freshmen and returning leltennen
In SCSU's first four games this season,
on defense, so it makes it important that the Gaffaney started in each game, and the 6' 5" 1
gt!)'.S realize their rol~ n the team
,a.'.',_ __ 2.,1;;o .,
1b=:
. ,d.,ec.c,
fen,seman has given _the Huskies a
1
1t the depth the Huskies have on
·g.~~e ha"velh,•
eli
6~u5';, •'."6~~ 2.. , 6,-Z", and a 6, _0·,,
defense, Parrish said he feels the Huskies
"'
match up as good as 'anyone in the Western on the blue line, so we definitely have good
Collegiate Hockey Association.
size back there," Dahl said.
"In my own bias opinion, until somebody
The combination Or depth, size and
proves me wrong, I think we have the best leadership has spoken for itself in the first few
(defense) in the league," Parrish said. "I hope games of the season Dahl said.
everyone else on the team thinks we are
"So f.ir, we have limited teams to 24,
too."
26, and 23 shots on net," Dahl said.

I think we have
the best de"ense')
in the league.

Ben WichJerman/STAFF PHOTOGRAP_HF.R

Sophomore delenseman Josh Dewolf
is the leading score, - among the
returning delensemen this season. The

6'-2" blueliner will play a key role for
the Huskies on both the power
play and penalty-kill unHs ti,is season_

"Anytime you can k~p the shots under
30, you are doing a good job
defensively."
DeWolf credited the amount of playing
time the younger players received last season
as the reason ttie defense has risen to the
occassion.
"We had two seniors last year and the rest
of us were either freshmen or sophomores,''

DeWolf said. "It·gave us an opportunity to get
an understanding of the league as a whole. We
played in lot of tight games which helped us
figure things out for ourselves."
Dahl said the Huskies will n~ 1wo things
from the defense this season.
"We need goaltcnding and we need to
limit the mistakes,'' he said. "If we do those
things, we will be a tough team to beat."

a

UND brings another title to WCHA
North Dakota enters 1997-98 with hopes of repeating as national champion
by Kerry Collins ·
.STAFF WRITER

Thank God for North Dakota.
Without the University of North
Dakota, the last national champion
from the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association would be
Northern Michigan University, now
a member of the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association.
·
· By defeating Boston University
6-4 in the title game, UND sealed
the perfect ending to its dream
season, its first national title since
1986-87 and sixth overall.
"We had 25 guys believing,"
said junior David Hoogsteefl. "We
didn't have the most talent in the
world. Michigan probably had the
best players, but _I know we were
the best team."
Nearly no one outside of the
UND players and fans thought their
team could go all the way, but
Hoogsteen said the players knew
they would have to think they could
do it from day one.
"In the dressing room at the
beginning of the season, we knew
we had a great team," Hoogsteen
said. "We knew if we played well

and stuck withit, stuck together as a
team, we could win it all."
UND captured a share of the
regular season WCHA crown and
then they rolled through everything
in their path once the playoffs
started.
The only speed bump came
against the University of Minnesota
in the WCHA Final Five
championship game (UND won 4-3
in overtime.
The game-winning goal was
tallied by unlikely hero Peter
Armbrust, but that was something
UND had gotten used to contributions from everyone in the
playoffs.
"We needed everyone," said
senior Matt Henderson. "We had
two pretiy good ·lines, but we
needed everyone to step up entering
the Final Five."
The most unlikely hero for UND .
was goaltender Aaron Schweitzer.
After senior Toby K valevog
slipped, Schweitzer stepped into the
Starting role halfway through his
freshman season and never looked
back.
"We had a great senior goalie
who was supposed to lead it all, and

We had 25 gups believing ... Michigan probably had the best
players, but I know w.e had the best team,
David Hoogsteen
UNO JUNIOR FORWARD
when he got shaky, Schweitzer took
control," Hoogsteen said. "We were
·struggling and he jumped in like he
was a senior."
In the national playoffs, UND
destroyed Cornell 6-2 in the first
round, getting goals from six
different players.
In • the~ semi-finals, fellow
WCHA squad Colorado College
was the next victim, also losing 6-2.
Once again, six different players
scored in the win.
"If some of the guys were down,
others would jump up," Henderson
said. "All of a sUdden we _were four
lines deep in the piayoffs. That was
huge."
UND got a pair of goals from

Hoogsteen and two more from
Henderson in the championship
game, eil route to the 6-4 win
against Boston University.
"You realize something when
you're getting ready for something
like that game," Henderson said.
"You · know you better take
advantage, because you may never
get the chance again."
UND is hoping to get another
chance at the end of this season, the
only team with a chance to be the
first repeat champion in 27 years.
But the UNO players are not
about to get stars in their eyes just
yet.
"We can't be worrying about
March when we haven't even

played a game yet,'' Henderson
said. "We can just take it one game
at a time and hopefully we can keep
thC: train going."
The first test for UNO as
defending national champions
comes this weekend when they
travel to Mariucci Arena to face the
Golden Gophers.
Hoogsteen said it is fitting that
UND opens the season against their
biggest rival to start the defense of
their title.
"It's a huge rivalry and it's good
that we get thrown right into the
thick of things,'' Hoogsteen said.
"We're confident now, not cocky,
confident. We should be. We're the
national Champs."
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promising youngsters could cause a stir
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..,_.,..,_...._~1---Brian Lettza_ Player to Watch
Senlot
Brian Le:itza-G (3.21 gaa, .886 sv.%) Goaltender
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It will be_,Jmost

This foui--year starter Can singlehandedly keep SCSU in any game

s

the pipes and at the blueline in order to
duplicate last season. SCSU needs every
pl,iyei: to c ~ t e every ni_aht, and
each win .will have to be earned.
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Jason Goulet
Junior
Forward

to ,eprac~
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Wbo they need every night
Jason Goulet-F (14-8-22) - With a
depleted offense, Goulet needs to ~ and
is ready to - 'step up and score goals
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Key Plqyers Returnin&
ei,ve Spehar-F (20-17-37); Reggie Berg-F
(11-26-37); Ben Oymer-0 (7-13-20)
.

Player to Watch
Ryan Kraft-F (25-21--46) - Has a knll:k ·
for scoring spectacular goals; always ,.a
factor down the stretch

" _

- The loS{i of Erik Rasmussen and Mike
Crowley will hurt, but it shouldn't slow
down the Gophers. One of the deepest
teams in the nation, UM will need to get
sooring from every line. Netmi.nding will
also have-to be consistent every game a problem in, the p~~ for Steve DeBus.

Traclition and talent keep the Golden
Gophers a legitimate WOfA contender

Ryan Kraft
Senior .
Forward

1911

Casey.Hankinson Wbo
Senior
'
Forward

they need every night
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Paul Comrie

Junior
Forward

With the nine seriiors tfia1 left, SO 'did a -~
lot 9f speed. This will be a team of role

Coach Geo,ge Gwmdecky h,s his wo,k
cut OUt for him with hefty losses
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Paul Comrie-F (2~-2~9) - Knows how
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University of North Dakota
(Last Season:"31-10-2 overall, 21-10-1 WCHA)

~
The only significant loss was Ian Kallay,
but it's not like they won it all with just
him. Contributions came from everyone.
in the post-season. To do it again, the
same thing must happen. Frqm the
fourth-line center .to the netminder,
everyone has to be on the same page.

National champs have nearly everybody
back; legitimate threat to repeat

Key Players Returning
Jason Blake-F 09-32-51) Jay Panzer-F
(16-23-3~); Matt Henderson-F {14-17-31)

Player to Watch·

Dave Hoogsteen

Dave Hoogsteen-F (27-27-5-4) - Smart,
quiet and consist~nt; Jed national
champs in scoring last season

Who they need every night Curtis Mu,phy
Curtis Murphy-F (12-30-42) - His
consisten1 defense is a must if UNO
wants to repeat 3:s national champions .

Junior
Forward

Senior
Forward

i

Colorado College Tigers
(last Season: 25-15-4 overall, 17·11-4

\'Vhat CC needs to do

~JlQr!.
Forwards are young, but have loads of
experience; defense still questionable

ll{ffj~!l)Q

, !})<0>JPfJW~

!Blrn~!kfJry~

Key Players Returning
Toby Peterson-F (17-21-38); Darren Clark0 (16-22-38); Calvin Elfring (9-22-31)

Player to Watcb

Junior
Jason
Brian Swanson-F (19-32-51) - Watch
Goulet Oeft) and the
this guy - a complete player like him
rest of the Huskies
doesn't come around very often
on offense will be
lookiQg to replace
Mark Parrish and
Matt Cullen, who left
for greener pastures
in the pros.
\cot!l_~
The Huskies are
Experience UP, front and a great
coming off their
netminder make UMD a dark horse
most
successful
,-_.- -""~ture 7:!ksans~ :=·-•1-- -K
- ey
_ P_.la
_ y_er
_ s_R_ e_tu_rn
_ i_n_g_ _
more promising with
veterans like Goulet,
Sacha Molin, Andy
Vicari and Brian
Leitza
leading
a

F----~

:~:t~

P~;:..:.
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Inexperience at the blueline and in goal
are the only question marks for the
Tigers. They can score goals, and they
will have to to win. This is a team on
'
the brink, moth like UNO was last
·...
season. If they "get consistent
·.
goaltending down lhe stretch, loo~ out. ·• · · ~~

Brian Swanson

Who they need evea night

Junior
Forward

Stewart Bodtker-F (19-17•36) - His
consistent scoring is a must if UNO
wants to repeat as national champions

Player to Watch

Forward

(,._t SC~n: 13-16-4 overall, 15--lH WCHA)

\f1u,t 1 ·.11n 11eeds to ,to
Inexperience at the blueline and in goal
are the only question marks for the
Tigers. They can score goals, and ·they
wltt"!'iave'toto wrii'.-ThiS is a team on
the brink, much like UNO was last
season. If they get consistent
goaltending down the stretch, look out.

Brant Nitjdin-G (3.25 gaa, .897 sv.%); Curtis
Bois (10-16-26); Laird Lidster•U (5-11-16}

Mike Peluso-F (20--20-40) - Knows how
to put the puck in!o the net and finally·
has a supporting cast to help him out

Stewart Bodtker
Senior

Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs

Mike Peluso
Senior

Forward

sky Roster

Hometown
195 So. Bloomington, Mi~n.
180 JL
Bloomington, Min~.
210 So, ChaJilplin, Minn.
200 Jr.
Mendota Hts., Minn.
179 Fr. Apple Valley, Minn,
170 Sr. St. Cloud, Minn.
185 Fr. Elliot Lake, Ont.
185 Fr. Mahtomedi, Minn.
180 So. Ostego, Minn.
185 Fr. St0Ckholm, Sweden
175 . Fr. Winnipeg, Man.
200 Jr,
Stockholm, Sweden
175 Sr. Pittsburgh, Penn.
175 So. Evergreen Park, Ill.
185 Sr. Roseville, Minn.
Onawa, Ont.
205 Jr.
Warroad, Minn.
190 Jr.
180 Jr,
Moorhead, Minn.
205 Fr. Brainerd, Minn.
195 Sr. Inver Grove Hts .., Minn.
205 Jr.
Nepean, Ont.
175 So. Warroad, Minn.
210 Fr. Alexandrian, Minn.
200 Fr. Thief River Falls, Minn.
Champlin, Minn.
160 Jr,
195 Sr, Lake Villa, Ill.
, 185 So. White Bear Lake, Minn.
So, Grand Forks, N.D.
j 190

I

I

wcHA)

========.,_,.,_=
Stewart Bodtker•F 05-20.35) - Used to
not being in the limelight, he will have
to continue to be a quiet power for UMD

Ken Dzikowski
Senior

Forward

Michigan Tech Huskies
(last Sca5om S-27-4 overall, 5-2}-4 WCI-W

~

\cO.J!.lim:J_(.illQ!'f.
rThis unproven squad will be going
through a transitionary pericxl in the ~
1997-1998 season. In order to get the
limited success they are expected, the
offense will have to get the wheels
rolling and the goaltender will have to
come to play ~very night.
·

C.Oach Tim Watters will scratch his head
and wish Northern Michig~n was back

Key Players Returning
Bret Meyers-F (10--3-33); Kevin Mu!Hgan0 (2·18-20); Craig Perrett•F (5·5·10)

Player to Watch

Andre Savage
Senior

Andre Savage-F (19-32-51) - Has the
potential to be one of the superior
scorers in the league

Forward

Who they need every night
Dave Weninger-G (4.14 gaa; .881 sv.%)
- He'll have to drop his goals-against
in order for MTU to escape the cellar

§l
Dave Weninger

Junior
Goaltender

-1996-97 WCBA Leaders
Leadl'ng Scorers
l,

1 Mike Crowley/d/UM

............ 9

2 David Hoogste'en!f/UND .................. 27
3 Jason Blake/f/UND. .... .................. 19

3 Brian Swanson/f/CC ......................... 19
5 Paul Comrie/f/DU..
. ........... 21
6 Ryan Kraft/f/UM ....... ,........................25
7 Matt Cullen/f/SCSU ........................ 15
8 Dave Paradise/f/SCSU ··············-···19
8 Sacha Molin/f/SCSU ...................... 18
10 Mark Parrish/f/SCSU .................... 27
11 Curtis Murphy/d/UND .....................12

Leading Goaltenders
A

47
27
32
32
28
21
30
24
25
15
30

e
56
54
51
51
49
46
45
43
43
42
42

==

!iM
1 Aaron Schweitzer/UNO ....................
2.31 446
. ...... 2.75 531

2 Jim Mullin/DU...

3 ..Stephen Wagner/DU ...................... 2."85 539

4 Judd Lambert/CC .. ,

.908

.900
.904

, ........ 3.04 843

.893

5 Steve DeBus/UM ............................... 3.15 953

.888

6 BrlanLeitza/SCSu _ _ _ _ _ 3,21 726
7 Toby Kvalevog/UND ........................3.23 395

,886
.866

8 Brant Nicklin/UMD ........................... 3.25

1035 .897

9 Doug Teskey/UM ............................ 3.30 824
10 Duane Hoey/NMU ........................ 3.47 352
11 Luciano Caravaggio/MTU ................ 3.67 789

.892
.873

.896
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Huskies lnok to fill big offensive voids·
Departure of Cullen, Parrish and Paradise leave Huskies searching for goals
by Rob LaP/ante

offensively, and I am looking forward to
it."
"I definitely feel some pressure to
With Matt Cullen's 45 points, Mark produce," Noga said. "But, as long as we stick
to
the
game plan and I start playing with
Parrish's 27 goals, and Dave Paradise's 43
points and blistering slap shot gone this people I am comfortable with, things should
season, the SCSU offense will be put to the fall in to place."
In SCSU's first four games this season,
test heading into the 1~7-98 season.
Cullen, Parrish and Paradise accounted for senior forward Jason Stewart leads the learn
70 percent of the offensive production last in goals with three and-is tied for the team
season, and SCSU sophomore forward Matt lea~ in points with three.
The line of Stewart, and sophomores
Noga said the Huskies know they cannot
George Awada and Matt Bailey have
afford to get in shootouts this season.
"Last year, we scored an average of four to combined for six points this season and Dahl
five goals a game," Noga said. "Personally, I said these are the_type of players that need to
don't see us winning too many 5-4 games this continue banging and grinding offensively.
"So far, you have
season. I think our offense
Awada, Stewart and
this season is going to be
Bailey doing a great job,"
our defense."
Dahl said. "I think we
Noga is one of several
have a number of guys
players looked at by
with capabilities. They
SCSU Head Coach Craig
are not the superstars, but
Dahl as one of the players
they are all good quality
that has to step in to the
players."
role as a scorer.
Despite only scoring
We need guys like
10 goals _in four games
Noga,
(sophomore
this
season, Goulet said
forward Mike) Rucinski,
there · is sti11 plenty of
and (junior forward)
Craig Dahl
.room for optimisim.
·
Jason Goulet to pick up
SCSU HEAD COACH
"One positive thing is
the scoring," Dahl said.
we consistently have been
"We have several guys
outShooting the other
that are not familiar to that role, •but these
guys are going to have to be our go-to guys." teallls," Goulet said. ''If we were not getting
The leading scorer returning from last the shots, that would be one thing, but right
year's team is senior winger Sacha Molin. now we are not getting the goals to go with
Molin finished third in scoring for Sf'.SU with the shots."
The Huskies had 38 shots in a 4-1 loss
43 points.
Goulet is coming off a career best 19 goals earlier- this season to Notre Dame, and fast
and Noga and Rucinski made big strides in weekend they had 37 shots in a 2-2 tie with ·
Mankato State University.
their freshman campaign.
Dahl said the offense has to improve, but
While play.ers like Go_ulet and Noga have
the pressure of becoming this year's scoring he is J}leised with his overall teams efforr.;o
fa,.
threats, both players say they are ready for the
"If we get timely defense, goaltending and
challenge.
"I feel a linle pressure," Goulet said. "I have three or four guys scoring, I see us
think the biggest thing is the pressure I put on competing in the top four or five spots in the
myself. I am one of numerous guys on the conference," Dahl said. "I am very optimistic.
With the departure of several offensive forwards, SCSU sophomore forward Matt
team the coach says _have to step up I like our work ethic and right now, we just
Noga is one of the Huskies that will be looked at to score some this season.
have--to get the puck to drop for them."
SPORTS EDITOR

We have several
~ys that are not
familiar to that
. role ( scoring).

Goaltenders look to solidify clefensive unit
Huskies hoping strength of goaltending carries them to WCHA contender
byRyan_Voz

· the season, posting a 1-2- 1

record.
Unstable for the reason that
The goaltending situation so far starting ·senior goaltender Brian
has • given
up
an
this year has been unstable for the J_.eitza
SCSU hockey team.
' uncharacteristic seven goals in
games
this
season.
But, that could be expected as three
the Hllskies are just four games into . And, unstable because head coach
Craig Dahl continues looking for
EDITOR

.,,._..,,,,===-----~--===-""""

Shane Opal1/PHCrro EDffOR

SCSU senior netrninder Brian Leitza will look to solidify this
year's goaltending. Leitza is SCSU's all-lime winningest goalie.

hisNo.2goaliethisseason.
But, on Friday the Huskies open
the WCHA conference with the
University of Minnesota-Duluth,
where SCSU looks to solve the
puzzle which most teams go
through early in the season.
The two Huskies fighting for the
No. 2 spot in goal are red-shirt
freshman Scott Meyer and junior
Tim Lideen. SCSU looks to go with
two goalies to start the season, one
playing the first night of a series and
the other the second night.
"We did this last year,
throughout most of the season and
then we went with Brian down the
stretch,'' said Dahl, who earned his
168th win last year as coach, which
is third all-time at SCSU.
Lideen,
last . year
split
goaltending duties with Lcitza
during the first half of the season,
when he recorded a 4-5-3 record.
Lideen had an _3. 19 goals against
average and a .899 . saves
percenti)ge:
For Meyer, he may _just hope to
make it through the season.
That's because Meyer in his first
two seasons with the .Huskies has
anything but good luck on his side.
He recently suffered a back injury
lasl week against Mankato State
University.

M~yer went down as Josh
DeWolf and one of the Maverick
forwards Slid into Meyer, resulting
in Meyer falling ag;linst the crossbar of the goal.
According to Meyer, the goal
didn't come off the post, making the
impact even worse. Meyer was
carried off the ice on a stretcher and
was diagonsed with a bruised
back.
"It felt like I was in the rhythm
(against MSU) at)d that's when they
ran me over," said Meyer, wh·o had
went down 15 ·minutes into the
game. Up until his injury, Meyer
had eight-saves in the game.
"He looked real good in the first
15 millutes,'' Dahl said.
Meyer last year missed the
season because of mononucleosis.
He missed the first eight games
before deciding he would red-shirt
the season, rather than wasting a
year of eligibility.
According to Dahl, the Huskies
goaltending is going to detennine
how good they will be this year.
The pressure will reside in
Leitz.a, who is a four-year starter for
SCSU.
"Losing those guys (Matt Cullen
and Mark Parrish) puts a lot more
pressure on our defense," -Leitza
said. 'There is a lot more added

pressure and its something I'm
working with."
Leitza, coming off his best
season, stopped_ a career high 47
shots against the University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities in the Final
Five Tournament last March.
"I would like to have a year like
last year, and come out with 20
wins," said Leitza, who was drafted ·
by the Pittsburgh Penguins' before
his freshman year at SCSU.
Leitza finished with a 19-8-1
record last year with a 3.21 goals
against average.
"I think it was really important
that Brian didn't play every game
last year, so that he stayed fresh,"
Dahl said.
·
Not only fresh, but healthy as
Leitza has had some back problems
through his four years at SCSU.
Leitza's , first back problems
arose his freshman year when he
suffered a bulged disk in his back.
Leitza missed six games that
season, .but was able to finish the
year. The HUskies finished the
season 17-20.
"It is a good combination at
goaltende{ and they have the
potential to be a good trio, and
we're going to have to work hard
and see if that's true or not," Dahl
said.
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Rookies lOOking to niake itnpact
I came ,here on nry visit, fell in love with
it, and never looked back.
Brandon Sampair
SCSU FRESHMAN FORWARD
by Sean LaFavor
After the highest Western
Collegiate Hockey Association
finish in school history last yea~. it's
fair to say the SCSU hockey

program has arrived.
The Huskies finished 18-10-4 in
the WCHA last year, good enough
fo_r third place.
One of the biggest reasons for
this is the quality of the recruits the

coaching staff has had in recent
years.
The two men most responsible
for this are Assistant ·coaches and
recruiting directors Tom Serratore
and Brett Petersen.
Petersen credits SCSU's signing
of some of the more talented
players in Minnesota as. the most
important factor to their recruiting.

"We've been able to land some
of the blue-chip Minnesota
players," Petersen said. "Namely
Matt Cullen and Mark Parrish,
arguably the top two high school
players in the state their senior year.
Just getting them here is an
attractive sell (to future recruits)."
Both Cullen and Parrish- left
school early this past summer to
pursue careers in the National

'-Hoekeyct-=While the coaches were sorry to

1·

see them go, Petersen said that it
was still better to have them for the
two years they were here than to not
have them at all.
"In this day and age, when the
NHL is throwing around a
tremendous amount of money, how
do you tell a kid to tum that down
and come backT' Petersen said.
"It's pretty hard. Right now, with

(sophomore defcnscman) Josh
DeWolf, a second round draft pick,
will he be back next yeaF? Only
time will tell."
With five other schools besides
SCSU within a 300-mile radtlls
having Division I hOCkey programs,
there is often .a great deal of
competition to tap the talent-rich
wealth of Minnesota high school
hockey. Petersen said that SCSU
has faired well in recent lustory
~~~-st all the other schools in the
"We feel that we have really shut
off the recruiting battles with
Duluth, North Dakota and
:~;o~~;:;0 :et:rs~~d s~0d. t~::

Bralldon Sampair is one of eight freshmen players the Huskies will be·counting on this ~ason.

programs that we have gone against another.
winning goal for Apple Valley High
in four or five years."
Another freshman Who has seen School in the 1996 state tournament
This yeai, SCSU has freshmen: his fair share of playing time so far semifinals against Duluth East.
fotwards Peter Torsson, Brandon this season is Sampair of HillFor Dwyer, playing hockey for
Sampair, Keith Anderson and Nick Murray High School. For Sampair, the Huskies was a cluldhood dream.
Ouimet, defensemen Gaffaney, the choice to come to SC.SU was
"Growing up, for me, I always
Aaron Dwyer and Chris Zaleski.
made when the coaches brought wanted to go to SCSU," Dwyer
Torsson, who came to SCSU him here to see the campus.
said. "I never really waiited to go to
from Vasteras, Sweden, is one of
'"To be honest wjth you, SCSU, Minnesota. I've always had an
the freshmen who has already Wisconsin, and UMD were interest for SCSU. I really like the
logged considerable ice time this Probably my top three choices, and coaches, and everyone gets along
season.
thiswastheschoolthatgavemethe really well up here. It's just
When asked why Torsson chose most looks," Sampair said. "I came something I fell in love with."
to come to SCSU, he said, "Last here on my visit, fell in love with i~
When Dwyer was asked his
year.I had a lot of injuries.--When--I.._..and-neveciooked..bac "
opinion of the freshman experience
recovered, I didn't get much faith
When asked what he thought of on the SCSU hockey team, he
from my coaches, so Serratore SCSU so far, Sampair said, stated, "It's tough for a freshman to
called me, and he came to Sweden "Academically, (college) is a have a role. They're coming into a
to watch me play. He was satisfied change. You've got to do a lot more . new school playing with older guys.
with how I did, and we just kept studying, and hockey now is three Right now, we just have to go out
going from there."
or four hours a day instead of being there and work .hard as· freshmen.
In the Huskies' first game of the an hour and a half in lugh school. We go out the"re and bust it day in
season, an exhibition game against It's just a change. But after a few and day out in practice hoping to
the University of Regina, Torsson weeks, you get used to iL"
get the chance, and somewhere
scored the winning goal in the tlurd
Dwyer is often remembered as down the line, establish our
period, and later assisted on the man who scored the game- position."

Still, the jewel of this year's
freshman crop may be Gaffaney, a
1996 graduate of Jefferson High
School in Alexandria, Minn.
The coaches plan for Gaffaney
to step right in and play a key role
for the Huskies blueline corps in the
'97-'98 season.
'Tus year, I just want to play
good, solid defense, just do the
basic, little things," Gaffaney said.
"Down the line, I hope to contribute more on offense. But now, I'm here
to make the easy plays and be a plus
player."
·
When asked why he chose to
play college hockey for the
Huskies, Gaffaney said the
programs recent improvement into
a solid WCHA contender as one of
his main reasons.
"For ·me, the program is great,
and the past couple of years it's
been getting even better. Now it's
one of the top teams in the
conference."

HUSIUES a 8UllD088

7:05 p.m. Friday and Saturday at National Hockey C!!nter, St. Cwud, Minn.
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6-o, 190

6-3, 200
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SENIOR

I

I
I

i

North Dakota
Minnesota
North Dakota
Minnesota
MattOillen
Dave Paradise .
Mike Peluso
Rick Mrozik
Eric Rud
Kirk Daubenspeck

St. Cloud State
St. Cloud State
Minnesota-Duluth
Minnesota-Duluth
Colorado College
Wisconsin

-WCHA 'fHmD TEAM
Sacha Molin
Ryan Kraft
Andre Savage
Cal Elfring
Dane Litke
Jim Mullin

St. Cloud State
Minnesota
Michigan Tech
Colorado College
Nonh Dakota
Denver

-WCHA ROOKIE TEAM
Toby Peterson
Bud Smith

Dave Spehar
Ben Clymer
Curtis Dodi
Brant Nicklin

Colorado College
Nonhem Michigan
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota-Duluth
Minnesota-Duluth
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Buy a 12 pack of

r----------------------------,

Bau, one liter of

Classic Coke, Diet Coke,

~
~

SURGE, SPrit,
Mr. 'Pibb
for only $2.49

Limit one coupon per vist Coupon good at
SCSU Campus Mart 11-3"97 thru 11-21-97

L----------------------------J

SU~GE~
l qet
:

Buy one

get the seeond one

Free!
.

limit one coupon per vist. Coupon good at SCSU .:
Campus Mart from 11-3-97 to 11-21 -97
1
_J

L-------------------------

. Limit one coupon per vist.
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r---------------------------,

one Free!

Coupons
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I

I
I
I
I
.I

Buy one ~~ @~ of

lP@~@wWcr@ lP©~@W~©l@
and !let the
second one ·free!

Limit one coupon per vist. Coupon good at SCSU 1
Campus Mart 11-3-97 thru 11-21-97
1
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